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FOREWORD

This report is a synthesis of the previous considerations, sections of this report: K. Aagaard, S. Ackley, K. Bryan,
of POLEX by the JOC and other bodies, and the reports W. Campbell, M. Coon, R. Dickinson, J. GaIt, L. Gates,
. of a number of national GARP committees. It is an G. Herman, W. Holland, J. Holton, W. Kellogg, G.
attempt to define a polar sUb-programme within the Maykut, P. McClain, U. Radok, F. Roots, D. Rothrock,
objectives and planning framework of GARP while at the V. Savchenko, L. Timokhov, A. Thorndike, A. Treshnisame time recognizing the limitations of manpower and kov, N. Untersteiner, H. Van Loon, A. Voskresensky, W.
resources.
Washington, W. Weeks, and G. Weller. The attendees at
In order to conform to JOC nomenclature the term the Toronto (May, 1976) meeting on the Polar Sub"polar sub-programme" refers to all those activities which programme also helped edit and shape the report: M.
are described here and supported as part of the GARP Danard, B. Fogle, D. Gauntlett, H. Krarup, M. Kuhn,
programme. The term "POLEX" refers to a specific set G. McBean, P. McClain, S. Orvig, E. Raschke, F. Roots,
of experiments directly contributing to and to be carried M. Rubin, A. Semtner, R. Stewart, L. Timokhov, N.
out simultaneously with the FGGE. In other words, Untersteiner, and T. Vinje.
POLEX begins and ends with FGGE; the polar subIn conclusion, special recognition should be siven to
programme has already begun, and will continue after Prof. D. J. Baker, Jr. for the significant role he played
FGGE. All subsequent use of these terms will be in the in organizing and editing this report. It is only due to his
above sense.
invaluable help that this report has completed the purThe opportunity to focus the general study of atmo- poses intended by the JOC to clearly establish the scientific
sphere/ocean/ice processes to a subset defined by the basis for the polar sUb-programme and outline a plan
GARP objectives has proved to be a useful effort, and to achieve its objectives.
has stimulated and guided the planning of a number of
research groups. To carry out the experiments and theory
is the next step, and we hope that this document will
facilitate those future activities.
A list of addresses within each of the countries with
national interest in the sUb-programme is provided at the
end of the report. Further information can be obtained
from them or from the GARP Activities Office of the
R. W. STEWART
WMO Secretariat.
Chairman
JOC Board for the Polar
Acknowledgements: Thanks are due to the following
SUb-programme
for their contributions to writing and reviewing various
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SUMMARY

Processes in the polar regions present special problems
for GARP. The Polar Sub~programme is an attempt to
address these problems within the terms of reference
of the PGGE and the Climate Dynamics Sub-programme.
The objectives of the Polar Sub-programme are:
1. To identify and study processes of particular importance in the polar regions relating to the improvement
of weather prediction from general circulation models
(GARP first objective);
2. To develop a basis for understanding the role of ice
in climate dynamics through (a) parameterization of
sea ice dynamics and related atmospheric and oceanic
processes in climate models, and (b) establishment
of an appropriate information base for studies of the
role of sea ice and polar continental ice masses in
climatic change (GARP second objective).
These objectives will be met through a Polar Experiment (POLEX) designed to augment and contribute to
the FGGE, and continuing studies before and after
FGGE aimed at the second objective above.
Chapters 1 and 2 provide an overview of the programme
and its scientific background. Chapter 1 reviews the
development of the programme and its objectives, and
lays out the logical sequence of studies in the context
of ongoing polar programmes. Chapter 2 is a review of
the scientific background and rationale for the programme.
This chapter is an attempt to identify the major unsolved
scientific problems for those processes in the polar
regions related to climate.
Chapter 3 reviews the POLEX, to be carried out
simultaneously with FGGE. POLEX will address, in
order of priority, FGGE requirements and collection of
the FGGE climate data set. These requirements are,
in turn, to improve the basic FGGE data set in polar
regions (including to augment the FGGE data set from
continuing studies listed below), to provide calibration
and ground truth for satellite measurements in polar
regions, to assist in modelling high latitude processes
for FGGE, and to specify and collect data for the FGGE
climate research set in polar regions. Modelling studies
on the role of ice in climate dynamics are to be carried
out simultaneously.
Chapter 4 is devoted to those studies needed to assess
the role of ice in climate dynamics. They will consist
. primarily of continuing modelling studies and experiments with data buoy arrays in the Arctic and limited

areas of the Antarctic. The data from these studies will
be used to extend the model of local dynamics of the ice
pack now being developed to large, basin-wide, scales
so that they may be used to make realistic models of
large-scale coupled air-ice-sea interaction for climate
dynamics. In addition, measurements of the related
atmospheric (e.g., stratus and katabatic wind) and
oceanic (e.g., transport variability and upper ocean
exchange) processes are needed in order to achieve a
physically realistic parameterization of polar processes
for global climate models.
The polar sub-programme proposed here is thus a
first step towards a critical test of the role of ice in climate
dynamics. Theories of climate have for many years
suggested a crucial and potential positive feedback role
for ice; and it now appears feasible, through new observational techniques and modelling capabilities as discussed in Chapter 5, to design experiments whose resulting data sets bear directly on this problem. The programme focuses on the shorter periods (less than 10 years)
and therefore deals mainly with sea ice and its interaction with atmosphere and ocean. The resulting under"
standing is one of the basic parts of a comprehensive
theory or- the general circulation of the atmosphere and
ocean.
The GARP report on the Physical Basis of Climate and
Climate Modelling has emphasized the importance of
the role of cryosphere processes in the study of climate
dynamics. All of the studies proposed here are included
in the larger set of process studies, models and model
validation, and monitoring recommended for the polar
regions by that report. We note that the problem of the
role of continental snow cover in climate dynamics is not
addressed here; that problem is most appropriate in a
study of global hydrological cycle (see JOC-XI Report,
pp. 26-27).
The existence of on-going polar programmes with
logistic and scientific opportunities of GARP-related
projects adds to the cost-effectiveness of the proposed
programme. Environmental monitoring programmes
in the Arctic, existing manned stations in both regions
and oceanographic studies all provide platforms and/or
data sets which may be profitably utilized. The existing
international cooperation in polar regions is another
facilitating factor. All of these considerations are discussed in Chapter 6.

SUMMARY

Finally, we note that there are immediate and practical
reasons to study the climate of the polar regions. Sea
ice is at present a serious obstacle to all marine operations, posing many specific problems for transportation,
environmental protection, and resource development

VII

in the polar regions. Any improvement in the prediction
of sea ice behaviour could have immediate practical
benefit. The knowledge to be gained from the polar
sUb-programme could have important application here.

VIII

Les processus observes dans les regions polaires posent
au GARP des problemes particuliers. Le sous-programme
polaire constitue une tentative pour etudier ces problemes
dans le cadre du mandat de la PEMG et du sous-programme de la dynamique du climat. Les objectifs du
sous-programme polaire sont les suivants :

lisation des processus des latitudes elevees pour la PEMG,
enfin de preciser et de rassembler des informations pour
constituer le jeu de donnees pour les recherches climatologiques de la PEMG dans les regions polaires. L'etude
des modeles du role de la glace dans la dynamique du
climat doit etre menee simultanement.

1. Identifier et etudier les processus qui revetent une
importance particuliere dans les regions polaires du
point de vue de l'amelioration de la prevision du temps
it partir de modeles de la circulation generale (premier
objectif du GARP) ;

Le chapitre 4 est consacre aux etudes qu'il convient
d'effectuer pour evaluer le role de la glace dans la dynamique du climat. 11 s'agit principalement d'etudes suivies
de modelisation et d'experiences faites avec des reseaux
de stations-bouees dans l'Arctique et dans des zones
limitees de l'Antarctique. Les renseignements recueillis
grace it ces etudes serviront a etendre le modele de la
dynamique locale de la banquise (pack), actuellement
elabore, it des modeles plus vastes it l'echelle d'un bassin,
de maniere it pouvoir elaborer des modeles reproduisant
de fa\fon realiste l'interaction couplee de grande echelle
air/glace/mer. En outre, il est necessaire de mesurer les
processus connexes de l'atmosphere (par exemple, Stratus
et vent katabatique) et de l'ocean (par exemple, variabilite du transfert et echange dans les couches superieures
de l'ocean), pour pouvoir proceder it une parametrisation
realiste du point de vue physique des processus polaires
dans des modeles de climat mondiaux.

2. Etablir une base pour la comprehension du role de la
glace dans la dynamique du climat en utilisant les
moyens suivants : a) parametrisation de la dynamique
des glaces en mer et des processus atmospheriques
et oceaniques communs dans'des modeles climatiques,
et b) constitution d'un fonds de donnees approprie
permettant d'etudier le rOle des glaces en mer et des
masses de glace continentales polaires dans les variations climatiques (deuxieme objectif du GARP).
Ces objectifs seront atteints grace it une experience
polaire (POLEX), destinee it completer la PEMG, et it
des etudes poursuivies avant et apres la PEMG en vue de
realiser le deuxieme des objectifs susmentionries.
Les chapitres 1 et 2 donnent une vue d'ensemble du
programme et de son fondement scientifique. Le chapitre 1
passe en revue l'elaboration du programme et de ses
objectifs et indique l'ordre logique des etudes realisees
dans le contexte des programmes polaires actuellement
en cours. Au chapitre 2 sont examines le fondement
scientifique du programme et ses raisons d'etre; on
s'efforce de determiner les principaux problemes scientifiques que posent encore les processus des regions polaires
qui ont trait au climat.

. Le sous-programme polaire propose ici constitue donc
un premier pas vers un examen critique du role de la
glace dans la dynamique du climat. Pendant de nombreuses annees, les theoriciens ont pense qu'elle exer\fait
une retroaction capitale et potentiellement positive; il
parait maintenant realisable, grace aux nouvelles techniques d'observation et aux possibilites de la modelisation
exposees au chapitre 5, de concevoir des experiences qui
produiraient des series de donnees presentant un interet
direct pour ce probleme. Le programme est axe sur les
periodes courtes (inferieure it 10 ans) et traite donc principaIement des glaces en mer et de leur interaction avec
l'atmosphere et l'ocean. Les conclusions qui en decoulent
sont un des elements fondamentaux d'un,e theorie complete de la circulation generale de l'atmosphere et de
l'ocean.

Le chapitre 3 decrit l'experience POLEX qui se deroulera en meme temps que la PEMG. L'experience POLEX
visera d'abord it repondre aux besoins de la PEMG puis
a rassembler les series de donnees climatologiques pour
la PEMG. Cela permettra, en retour, d'ameliorer le jeu
Le rapport du GARP sur le fondement physique et la
.des donnees de base de la PEMG pour les regions polaires modelisation du climat a souligne l'importance que revet
(et aussi d'augmenter la somme des donnees PEMG le rOle des processus de la cryosphere pour l'etude de la
obtenues grace aux etudes suivies enumerees plus bas), de . dynamique du climat. Toutes les recherches proposees ici
permettre l'etalonnage et la verification au sol des donnees font partie d'un ensemble plus vaste comprenant l'etude
de satellites dans les regions polaires, d'aider it la mode- des processus, les modeles et leur validation, et la sur-
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veillance des regtons polaires recommandee dans ce
rapport. 11 convient de noter que le probleme du role
de la couverture de neige sur la dynamique du climat n'a
pas Me aborde; cette question est it rattacher it une
etude du cycle hydrologique mondial (voir rapport
Sixieme session CMO, pp. 26-27).
L'existence de programmes polaires en cours, offrant
les possibilites logistiques et scientifiques des projets du
GARP, ajoute it la rentabilite du programme propose.
Les programmes de surveillance de l'environnement mis
en reuvre dans l'Arctique, les stations habitees qui existent
dans ces regions et les etudes oceanographiques fournissent des plates-formes et/ou des ensembles de donnees qui
peuvent etre mis it profit. La cooperation internationale
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instantanee dans les regions polaires constitue un autre
facteur propre it faciliter les travaux. Toutes ces considerations sont exposees au chapitre 6.
Enfin, il faut noter l'interet pratique immediat qu'offre
l'etude du climat des regions polaires. Les glaces en mer
constituent actuellement un grave obstacle it toutes les
operations maritimes et posent de nombreux problemes
specifiques en matiere de transport, de protection de
l'environnement et de mise en valeur des ressources dans
ces regions. Toute amelioration de la prevision du comportement des glaces en mer pourrait avoir un interet pratique immediat. Les connaissances acquises grace au
sous-programme polaire pourraient trouver ici une
application importante.
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PE3IOME
TIpou;eccM B
P;JIR

TIMrATI

rrOJIRpHMX perHOHaX rrpep;CTaBJIRIOT
CrreU;HaJIbHMe

rrp06JIeMM.

TIOJIRpHaR

HHllie), P;JIR rrpep;CTaBJIeHMR RaJIH6pOBRH M Ha3eMHOH
rrpOBepRH

crryTHMRoBMX

Ha6JIIOp;eHHH

B

rrOJIRpHMX
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06R3aHHOCTeH

rrop;rrpOrpaMMM rro p;HHaMHRe RJIFlMaTa.
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IJ;eJIH rrOJIRpHOH rrop;rrporpaMMM CJIep;yIOmHe:

MaTHqeCRHX MCCJIep;OBaHMH TIrSTI B 1l0JIRpHMX pe-

1.

MOp;eJIHpOBaHMR pOJIH JIbp;a B p;HHaMHRe RJIMMaTa,.

rHOHax. Op;HoBpeMeHHo 6yp;eT IIPOBOP;HTbCR H3yqeHHe
Orrpep;eJIeHHe H H3yqeHHe rrpou;eCCOB, rrpep;CTaBJIHIOrn;HX oc060e 3HaqeHHe P;JIR rrOJIHpHMX perHOHOB H OTHOCRrn;HXCH R YJIyqIlIeHHIO rrporH03HpoBaHHR

rrorop;M

C

rrOMOmbIO

06m;HX

MOp;eJIeH

U;HpRyJIRU;HH (rrepBaR u;eJIb TIMrATI) ;

2.

rJIaBa

4

rrOCBRrn;eHa HccJIeAoBaHMRM,

He06xop;H-

MMM P;JIfl ou;eHRH pOJIH JIbp;a B p;HHaMMRe RJIMMaTa.
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COCTOR'J;'b
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Oqepep;b
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P;JIR

M3yqeHHR pOJIM MopcRoro JIbp;a H rrOJIHpHMX ROH-·
THHeHTaJIbHMX Macc JIbp;a B H3MeHeHHH RJIHMaTa
(BTopaR u;eJIb TIMrATI).

pMMeHToB co cxeMOH p;aHHMX C 6yeB B ApRTHRe M C
OrpaHHqeHHMX paHoHoB AHTapRTHRH. ,IJ;aHHMe 8THX
HCCJIep;OBaHMH 6YP;yT HCrrOJIb30BaTbCR P;JIR yBeJIHqeHMfl MOp;eJIeH MeCTHOH P;HHaMMRH JIep;HHOro rrORpOBa,
ROTOpMH CeHqaC pa3pa6aTMBaeTcR p;o RpyrrHMx, OXBaTMBaIOrn;HX BeCb 6acceHH MacIlITa60B TaRMM 06pa30M,
qT06M OHM HCrrOJIb30BaJIHCb P;JIR C03p;aHHlI peaJIMCTHqeCRHX

MOp;eJIeH RpyrrHoMacIlITa6Horo

aTMocq.epM-JIbp;a-OReaHa

P;JIR

B03p;eHCTBHR

p;MHaMHRM

RJIHMaTa.

,IJ;orrOJIHHTeJIbHO R 8TOMy H3MepeHHR, OTHOCRrn;HeCR R
STM u;eJIH 6YP;yT BMrrOJIHRTbCR rrOJIRpHMM 8RcrrepMMeHTOM

(TIOJIERC),

ROTOpMH

rrpep;Ha3HaqeH

P;JIH

p;OrrOJIHeHMR H BRJIap;a B TIrSTI, a TaRllie C rroMOrn;bIO
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BeTep)

(HarrpHMep,

HJIM

cTpaTyc

OReaHHqeCRHM

H

RaTa6aTHqeCRHH

rrpou;eccaM

(HarrpMMep,

H3MeHqUBOCTb rrepeHoca H 06MeH B BepXHHX CJIORX

rrOCTOHHHMX HCCJIep;OBaHHH p;o H rrOCJIe TIrSTI, ROTO-

OReaHa)., Bce 8TO He06xop;HMO P;JIR p;oCTMllieHHlI q.M3H-

pMe HarrpaBJIeHM P;JIfl p;ocTHllieHHR BTOPOH u;eJIM.

qeCRH

rJIaBM

1

M

2

rrpep;CTaBJIHIOT HHq.opMaU;MIO 0 rrpo-

rpaMMe M ee HayqHOH OCHOBe. rJIaBa
pa3BMTHe

rrporpaMMM

M

ee

1 paccMaTpHBaeT

u;eJIeH

M

rrpep;JIaraeT

HaIlIeMY BHMMaHMIO JIOrMqeCRYIO rrOCJIep;OBaTeJIbHOCTb
HCCJIep;OBaHHH B

paMRax

rrporpaMM. rJIaBa

2

BMrrOJIHReMMX

rrOJIRpHMX

paccMaTpHBaeT HayqHyIO OCHOBy

M paU;MOHaJIbHOe BMrrOJIHeHMe rrporpaMMM. STa rJIaBa
RBJIReTCR rrorrMTROH

orrpep;eJIeHHR

OCHOBHMX Hepe-

IlIeHHMX HayqHMX rrp06JIeM 8Toro rrpou;ecca, OTHOCRrn;erocR R RJIMMaTy, B nOJIRpHMX perMoHax.
rJIaBa

3 paccMaTpMBaeT

ocymeCTBJIRTbCR

TIOJIERC, ROTOpMH 6yp;eT

CO.BMeCTHO

C

TIrSTI.

TIOJIERC

pea,JIHCTHqHOH

rrapaMeTpM3aU;HH

rrOJIRpHMX

rrpou;eCCOB P;JIR MOp;eJIeH rJI06aJIbHOrO RJIHMaTa.
TIOJIflpHalI

rrop;rrporpaMMa,

rrpep;JIaraeMaR

3p;eCb,

TaRHM 06pa30M, RBJIReTCR rrepBMM IlIarOM Ha rrYTH R
RpHTHqeCROH ou;eHRe pOJIM JIbp;a B p;MHaMHRe RJIHMaTa.
TeopMH RJIMMaTa B TeqeHHe MHorHx JIeT rrpep;JIaraJIH
OROHqaTeJIbHYIO H rrOTeHU;MaJIbHO rr03HTHBHyIO POJIb
06paTHOH CBfl3H P;JIR JIbp;a ; B HaCTORIn;ee BpeMR rrpep;CTaBJIReTCR B03MOlliHOCTb C rrOMOrn;bIO HOBMX MeTop;OB
Ha6JIIOp;eHHH M B03MOlliHOCTeH MOp;eJIHpOBaHHR, RaR
YRa3aHO B rJIaBe

5,

3arrJIaHHpOBaTb 8RcrrepMMeHTM,

BMxop;HMe ROMrrJIeRTM p;aHHMX ROTOpMX 6YP;yT OTHOCMTbCR

Herrocpep;cTBeHHo

R

8TOH

rrp06JIeMe.

TIpo-

6yp;eT paccMaTpMBaTb B rropHp;Re rrpHopMTeTa rroTpe6-

rpaMMa CROHu;eHTpHpOBaHa Ha 60JIee ROpOTRMX rre-

HOCTM

pHop;ax (MeHee

TIrSTI
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p;aHHMX TIrSTI.

c60p

ROMllJIeRTa

RJIMMaTHqeCRMX

STH rroTpe6HOCTM B CBOIO Oqepep;b

10

JIeT) M, TaRHM 06pa30M, OTHOCMTCH

B OCHOBHOM R MOpCROMy JIbP;y Hero CBfl3H C aTMO-

CJIylliaT P;JIR YJIyqIlIeHHR OCHOBHoro ROMrrJIeRTa p;aH-

cq.epoH H OReaHOM. TIOJIyqeHHMe B pe3YJIbTaTe aTOH

HMX TIrSTI rro rrOJIHpHMM perMOHaM (BRJIIOqafl p;orrOJI-

pa60TM 3HaHHR RBJIlIIOTClI OP;HOH M3 OCHOBHMX qaCTeH

HHTeJIbHOe BHeceHHe p;aHHMX B ROMrrJIeRT TIrSTI B

CJIOlliHOH TeopHH06rn;eH U;HPRYJIRU;HH aTMocq.epM H

pe3YJIbTaTe rrOCTORHHMX HCCJIep;OBaHMH, YRa3aHHMX

OReaHa.
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RJIHMaTa
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IIpe~JIaraeMbIe HCCJIeJJ;OBaHHH
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rpa<pHqeCRHe

HCCJIe~OBaHHH IIpe~CTaBJIHIOT IIJIaT-
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B IIOJIHPHbIX perHoHax HB-

BRJIIOQeHbI B 60JIee RPYIIHbIH ROMIIJIeRT HCCJIeJJ;oBaHHH

JIHeTCH ~pyrHM cOlIyTcTByIOm;HM <paRTopOM. Bce BTH

IIpo~ecca, MO~eJIeH H o~eHRH MO~eJIeH H MOHHTopHHra,

BOIIPOCbI o6cymJJ;aIOTcH B rJIaBe

peRoMeH~yeMoro ~JIH

IIOJIHPHbIX perHoHoB

B

BTOM

OTqeTe. MbI 8HaeM, QTO IIpo6JIeMa pOJIH ROHTHHeHTaJIbHoro CHemHoro lIoRpoBa B

~HHaMHRe

RJIHMaTa

8~eCb

He paCCMaTpHBaeTCH; BTa IIpo6JIeMa 60JIbme Bcero

IIO~XO~HT ~JIH H8yqeHHH rJI06aJIbHOrO rH~pOJIOrHqe
CRoro ~HRJIa (CM. OOR-XI OTqeT, CTp.
Cyrn;ecTBoBaHHe

BbIlIOJIHHeMbIX

26-27).

IIOJIHPHbIX

B

MbI

OTMeqaeM,

B HaCTOHm;ee BpeMH IIpelIHTCTBHeM

TpaHClIopTa,

oxpaHbI

oRpymaIOrn;eH

JIb~a

peHTa6eJIbHOCTb

MOpCRHX olIecpe~bI

H

pa8pa6oTRH pecypCOB B IIOJIHPHbIX perHOHax. JII060e
yJJyqmeHHe IIporHo8HpoBaHHH

YBeJIHqHBaeT

~JIH

pa~HH H IIpe~CTaBJIHeT MHoro ROHRpeTHbIX IIpo6JIeM

rpaMM, HayqHO H C TOqRH 8peHHH JIOrHCTHRH OTHOCHllMrAll,

cyrn;ecTBYIOT

MaTa IIOJIHPHbIX perHOHOB. MopcRoH JIe~ HBJIHeTCH

rn;HXCH

R

qTO

Hacym;HbIe H IIpaRTHqeCRHe IIPHqHHbl H8yqeHHH RJIH-

JJ;JIH
IIPO-

8aRJIIOqeHHe

6.

MomeT

HMeTb

IIOBe~eHHH

HeMe~JIeHHYIO

MopCRoro

IIpaRTHqecRyIO

B BTOM CMbICJIe 8HaHHH, ROTopbIe 6Y~YT

IIpe~JIaraeMOHIIporpaMMbI. llporpaMMbI MOHHTopHHra

IIOJIb8Y. M

oRpymaIOrn;eH cpe~bI B ApRTHRe, cyrn;ecTBYIOm;He He-

IIOJIyqeHbI B pe8YJIbTaTe BbITIOJIHeHHH IIOJIHpHOH IIO~

aBTOMaTHqeCRHe CTaH~HH B 060HX perHoHax 11 OReaHO-

IIporpaMMbI, 6Y~YT HMeTb BamHoe 8HaqeHHe.
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RESUMEN

Los procesos observados en las regiones polares plantean, en 10 que respecta al GARP, problemas particulares.
El sUbprograma polar constituye un intento de estudiar
esas problemas dentro del marco de los objetivos del
FGGE y del sUbprograma de la dimlmica del clima.
Las metas del subprograma polar son las siguientes:
1. identificar y estudiar los procesos que tienen una
importancia particular en las regiones polares desde
el punto de vista del mejoramiento de la predicci6n
meteorol6gica a partir de modelos de la circulaci6n
general (primer objetivo del GARP);
2. establecer una base para la comprensi6n del papel
que desempena el hielo en la dimlmica del clima
utilizando los siguientes medios: a) parametrizaci6n
de la dimlmica de los hielos marinos y de los procesos
atmosfericos y oceanicos conexos en los modelos
climaticos, y b) constituci6n de un banco 0 conjunto
de datos adecuado que permita estudiar la funci6n
de los hielos marinos y de las masas de hielos continentales palares en las variaciones climaticas (segundo
objetivo del GARP).
Esas metas se lograran merced a un experimento polar
(POLEX) destinado a completar el FGGE, y asimismo
gracias a estudios que se 11even a cabo antes y despues
del FGGE con miras a realizar la segunda meta anteriormente mencionada.
Los Capitulos 1 y 2 permiten tener una visi6n de
conjunto del programa y de su fundamento cientifico.

adelante), y permitira asimismo la calibraci6n y verificaci6n en tierra de los datos de los satelites en las regiones
polares, ayudara a la elaboraci6n de los modelos de
simulaci6n de los procesos de las altas latitudes para el
FGGE, y finalmente permitira precisar y concentrar
informaci6n para constituir conjuntos de datos para
las investigaciones climatol6gicas del FGGE en las
regiones palares: El estudio de 10s modelos relativos
a la funci6n desempenada por los hielos en la dinamica
del clima debera 11evarse a cabo simultaneamente.
El Capitulo 4 se dedica a los estudios que conviene
efectuar para evaluar el papel que desempenan los hielos
en la dinamica del clima. Se trata principalmente de
estudios continuos sobre elaboraci6n de modelos y de
experiencias efectuadas con redes de estaciones - boyas
en el Artico y en zonas limitadas del Antartico. La informaci6n obtenida merced a esos estudios servira para
ampliar el modelo de la dinamica local de los hielos
polares (ice pack), queactualmente se elabora, a modelo!!
mas vastos, a escala de una cuenca, de forma que puedan
elaborarse modelos que reproduzcan de manera realista
la interacci6n acoplada de gran escala aire-hielo-mar.
Por otra parte, es necesario medir los procesos asociados
de la atm6sfera (por ejemplo, estratus y vientos catabaticos) y del oceano (por ejemplo variabilidad de la
transferencia e intercambio de las capas superiores del
oceano), para poder proceder a una parametrizaci6n
realista desde el punto de vista fisico de los procesos
polares en los modelos del clima mundiales.

En el Capitulo 1 se examina la elaboraci6n del programa
El subprograma polar que se propone en el presente
y sus objetivos y se indica el orden 16gico de los estudiosestudio constituye, pues, un primer paso hacia un examen
realizados en el contexto de los programas polares aetualcritico del papel que desempena el hielo en la dinamica del
mente en curso. En el Capitulo 2 se examina el funda-_ -elima. Durante numerosos anos, los te6ricos han pensado
mento cientifico del programa y su raz6n de ser; se que el hielo ejercia una retroacci6n capital y potencialprocuran definir los principales problemas cientificos que mente positiva; merced alas nuevas tecnicas de obserPlantean todavia los procesos de las regiones polares vaci6n y alas posibilidades que ofrece la modelizaci6n
relacionados con el clima.
expuesta en el Capitulo 5, parece ahora realizable conEn el Capitulo 3 se describe el experimento POLEX, cebir experimentos que producirian series de datos de
que se realizara al mismo tiempo que el FGGE.. El un interes directo para resolver ese problema. El programa
experimento POLEX tratara ante todo de satisfacer las se ha centrado en los periodos mas cortos (inferiores a
necesidades del FGGE y, a continuaci6n, procurara 10 anos) y, por consiguiente, trata principalmente de
concentrar la serie de datos climatol6gicos para el FGGE. los hielos marinos y de la interacci6n de estas ultimos
E110 permitira, a su vez, mejorar el conjunto de datos con la atm6sfera y el oceano. Las conclusiones que se
basicos del FGGE para las regiones polares (y asimismo desprenden del mismo son uno de los elementos fundaaumentar el numero total de datos del FGGE obtenidos mentales de una teoria completa de la circulaci6n general
merced a la realizaci6n de los estudios enumerados mas de la atm6sfera y del oceano.

RESUMEN

El informe del GARP sabre el fundamento fisico del
clima y la modalizaci6n del mismo ha puesto de relieve
la importancia que reviste el papel desempefiado por los
procesos de la criosfera para el estudio de la dimimica
del clima. Todas las investigaciones propuestas aqui
forman parte de un conjunto mas amplio que comprende
el estudio de los procesos, los modelos y su validaci6n
y la vigilancia de las regiones polares recomendada en
dicho informe. Conviene observar que el problema del
papel que desempefia la capa de nieve en la dinamica del
clima no ha sido abordado aqui; resulta mas apropiado
tratar esa cuesti6n en el contexto de un estudio del ciclo
hidro16gico mundial (vease el informe de la novena
reuni6ndel CCO, paginas 26-27).
La existencia de programas polares en curso, que
ofrezcan posibilidades logisticas y cientificas para los
proyectos del GARP, afiade a la rentabilidad del programa propuesto. Los programas de control del medio
ambiente en el Artico, las estaciones dotadas de personal
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que existen en esas regiones y los estudios oceanograficos
facilitan plataformas y/o conjuntos de datos que pueden
aprovecharse. La cooperaci6n intemacional existente
en las regiones polares constituye otro factor que debe
facilitar los trabajos emprendidos. En el Capitulo 6 se
discuten todas estas consideraciones.
Finalmente, cabe observar el interes pnictico e inmediato que ofrece el estudio del clima de las regiones polares. Los hielos marinos constituyen actualmente un
obstaculo muy serio para las operaciones maritimas y
plantean numerosos problemas especificos en materia de
transporte, de protecci6n del medio ambiente y de ordenaci6n de los recursos en esas regiones. Cualquier mejora
de las predicciones sobre el comportamiento de los
hielos marinos podriarevistir un interes practico inmediato. Los conocimientos adquiridos merced al subprograma polar podria tener aqui una aplicaci6n importante.

1. INTRODUCTION

Processes in the polar regions present special problems
for GARP. The polar sUb-programme is an attempt to
address these problems within the terms of reference of
the FGGE and the Climate Dynamics sub-programme.
The objectives of the polar sUb-programme are:
1. To identify and study processes of particular importance in the polar regions relating to the improvement
of weather prediction from general circulation models
(First GARP Objective);
2. To develop a basis for understanding the role of ice
in climate dynamics through: (a) para.meterization of
sea ice dynamics and related atmospheric and oceanic
processes in climate models, and (b) establishment of
an appropriate information base for studies of the role
of sea ice and polar continental ice masses in climate
change (Second GARP Objective).
These objectives will be met through a Polar Experiment
(POLEX) designed to support and contribute to the
FGGE, and continuing studies before and after FGGE
aimed at the second objective above.
The POLEX, to be carried out simultaneously with
FGGE, will address, in order of priority, FGGE requirements and collection of the FGGE climate data set. These
requirements are, in turn, to improve the basic FGGE
data set in polar regions (including to augment the FGGE
data set from continuing studies listed below), to provide
calibration and ground truth for satellite measurements
in polar regions, to assist in modelling high latitude processes for FGGE, and to specify and collect data for the
FGGE climate research set in polar regions. Modelling
studies on the role of ice in climate dynamics are to be
carried out simultaneously.
The studies to assess the role of ice in climate dynamics
will consist primarily of continuing modelling studies and
experiments with data buoy arrays in the Arctic and
limited areas of the Antarctic. The data from these
studies will be used to extend the model of local dynamics
of the ice pack now being developed to large, basin-wide
scales so that they may be used to make realistic models
of large-scale coupled air-ice-sea interaction for climate
dynamics. In addition, measurements of the related
atmospheric (e.g., stratus and katabatic wind) and
oceanic (e.g., transport variability and upper ocean
exchange) processes are needed in order to achieve a

physically realistic parameterization of polar processes
for global climate models.
The polar SUb-programme proposed here is thus a first
step towards a critical test of the role of ice in climate
dynamics. Theories of climate have for many years
suggested a crucial and potential positive feedback role
for ice, and it now appears feasible, through new observational techniques and modelling capabilities, to design
experiments whose resulting data sets bear directly on this
problem. The programme focuses on the shorter periods
(less than 10 years) and therefore deals mainly with sea
ice and its interaction with atmosphere and ocean. The
resulting understanding is one of the basic parts of a
comprehensive theory of the general circulation of the
atmosphere and ocean.
The GARP report on the Physical Basis of Climate and
Climate Modelling has emphasized the importance of the
role of cryosphere processes in the study of climate
dynamics. All of the studies proposed here are included
in the larger set of process studies, models and model
validation, and monitoring recommended for the polar
regions by that report. We note that the problem of the
role of continental snow cover in climate dynamics is not
addressed here; that problem is most appropriate in a
study of global hydrological cycle (see JOC-XI Report,
pp. 26-27).
The existence of on-going polar programmes with
logistic and scientific opportunities for GARP-related
projects adds to the cost-effectiveness of the proposed
programme. Environmental monitoring programmes in
the Arctic, existing manned stations in both regions, and
oceanographic studies all provide platforms and/or data
sets which may be profitably utilized. The existing international cooperation in polar regions is another facilitating
factor.
Finally, we note that there are immediate and practical
reasons to study the climate of the polar regions. Sea ice
is at present a serious obstacle to all marine operations,
posing many specific problems for transportation,
environmental protection, and resource development in
the polar regions. Any improvement in the prediction
of sea ice behaviour could have immediate practical
benefit. The knowledge to be gained from the polar
SUb-programme could have important application here.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE GARP POLAR SUB-PROGRAMME
2. 1 Development of the Programme Objectives

The impetus for developing a polar sub-programme
for GARP came from the recognition during the past
decade that new ideas and techniques promise significant
and practically useful progress in the study of climaterelated physical processes in the polar regions.
The continuous operation of drifting stations in the
Arctic basin, permanently occupied observing sites on
the Antarctic continent, and a rapidly developing technology of remote sensing by aircraft and satellites have
produced since the 1950's a wealth of polar information.
These data have allowed us to identify those cryosphere
processes which are most significant for numerical weather
prediction and for global climate dynamics. Chapter 3
of this report gives a detailed discussion of the scientific
rationale and background for the programme.
The concept that climate-oriented polar studies be a
part of GARP was originally suggested by the USSR
(Borisenkov and Treshnikov, 1971). In order to develop
an international plan, informal planning meetings were
held in Leningrad (December, 1973), Oslo (October, 1974),
and Toronto (May, 1976) under sponsorship of the JOC
with the approval of ICPM. Descriptions of scientific
background and problem areas, and statements of
national and institutional recommendations are contained
in a number of documents which were published for these
meetings (Borisenkov, 1971; Borisenkov and Treshnikov,
1971 b; Treshnikov, 1973; Treshnikov et al., 1968, 1973,
1974, 1976; U.S. Joint POLEX Panel, 1974 a and b;
Weller and Bierly, 1973). An up-to-date list of all proposed national contributions to the polar sub-programme
is included in an Appendix which is being published
separately.
In addition, the role of cryosphere processes in climate
variation was an important part of the GARP-organized
international study conference in Stockholm, JulyAugust, 1974, on the Physical Basis of Climate and
Climate Modelling. The recommendations of the report
from that conference (GARP Publications Series No. 16)
underline the significance of polar air-sea interaction in
the global study of climate. All of the studies recommended here to be part of the polar sub-programme are
included in the larger set of modelling, process studies,
and monitoring recommended for the polar regions by
the Stockholm report.

The following objectives for the poJar SUb-programme
were agreed on at the meeting in Toronto after lengthy
discussion of the recommendations of the previous
meetings and the Stockholm report:
(1) To identify and study those processes of particular
importance in the polar regions relating to the improvement of weather prediction from general circulation
models (First GARP Objective), and

(2) To develop a basis for understanding the role of
ice in climate dynamics through: (a) parameterization of
sea ice dynamics and related atmospheric and oceanic
processes in climate models, and (b) establishment of an
appropriate information base for studies of the role of
sea ice and polar continental ice masses in climate change
(Second GARP Objective).
The polar sub-programme is logically divided into
two parts: first, a Polar Experiment (POLEX) (in both
north and south polar regions) which is specifically
oriented to the goals of FGGE, and second, continuing
studies both before and after FGGE rdated to the climate
objective of GARP. POLEX will address FGGE
requirements and the collection of the FGGE data set.
The USSR upper air stations in the drifting arctic ice are
one example of a national contribution to POLEX.
The U.S.A.-Canadian Arctic Ice Dynamics Experiment
(AIDJEX) is an example of a programme which leads us
directly into GARP climate activities. AIDJEX was a
multidisciplinary experiment during the period 1970-1976
whose goal was to construct and test a model for the
large-scale dynamics and thermodynamics of sea ice. The
field programme of the experiment was conducted from
an array of manned stations and data buoys covering an
area of about 1/20 of the Arctic basin. With the basic
understanding of internal dynamics of sea ice gained from
AIDJEX and other national experiments, we will be able
to design and execute the Arctic basin-wide dynamics
experiment proposed as part of the polar sub-programme.
The study of other polar processes (e.g., the factors
determining the position of the sea ice margin) will also
require specific observing and modelling activities. A
number of these specialized studies are also proposed as
part of the polar sub-programme in order to gain the
necessary understanding of their role in polar and global
climate.
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Classification and Sequence. of Studies

2.2. 1 Basic organization
The polar sUb-programme as described In this document
has been put together in the framework of the Stockholm
report from the various national plans and international
recommendations. An overriding consideration is the
clear recognition that each separate part of the subprogramme must have sharply defined goals and be
feasible within the limits of available resources and manpower. An important available additional resource for
the sub-programme is the climatically relevant data from
existing, independently funded programmes in the Arctic
and Antarctic. The contribution of these programmes is
described in the appropriate sections of this report.
Limited resources require limited programmes: not all
the recommendations of the Stockholm report can be
implemented immediately. The polar sUb-programme is
thus designed to be a sequence of experiments beginning
with a small number of those which build on the firm
ground established by previous work. As these initial
studies reveal fruitful directions for further studies in polar
climate research, more extensive experiments can be
considered.
The main thrust of the polar sUb-programme is towards
the Second GARP Objective and therefore the proposed
studies are most logically organized into the classifications
used by the Stockholm report: process studies, models
and model validation, and monitoring. The activities are
listed in order of priority in each section below after the
discussion of the polar experiment for FGGE.

2.2.2 Polar sub-programme studies: A Polar Experiment
(POLEXj for FGGE
One of the initial steps towards the first objective will
be to ensure that observational coverage for collection of
polar data sets is adequate for FGGE requirements. The
Arctic and Antarctic regions are the principal heat sinks
in the global energy balance; the part of the global data
set collected there must have appropriate resolution and
accuracy to allow useful input to numerical models of
the general circulation. The role of the POLEX in FGGE
is to carry out the necessary modelling, existing data
studies, and experimentation to determine the data
requirements. Without sufficient data to assess the role
of the polar regions in the global energy balance, the
FGGE data set will be neither global nor complete.
The POLEX contribution to the FGGE First GARP
Objective will consist of three parts: 1) improvement of
the global data base in polar regions, 2} ground truth for
satellite imagery, and 3) numerical modelling (including

parameterization of sub-grid processes). The POLEX
contribution to the FGGE Second GARP Objective will
consist of the specification and collection of a polar climate
data set. The set of specific tasks for POLEX is listed
in Chapter 4.
From the other side, the FGGE contribution to the
polar SUb-programme will consist of input from data and
models. Data relevant to polar processes will be available
from the FGGE observing system. Satellites will provide
data on ice distribution and variability; constant level
balloons and drifting ocean buoys will delineate circumpolar circulation in the southern hemisphere. FGGE
data will improve estimates of fluxes into the polar regions
and will permit improved parameterization of the processes involved. The global models being developed for
FGGE will contribute to the polar SUb-programme an
assessment (e.g., by sensitivity studies) of potential
feedback mechanisms between the global circulation and
the polar energy balance and circulation.
POLEX studies in the FGGE time frame consist of
studies before FGGE and experiments which must be done
during FGGE. In the first case are included analysis of
existing data for better definition of observational requirements, and numerical model development and sensitivity
studies. In the second case, surface data collection for
calibrating satellite soundings, ground truth for satellite
imagery and the initiation of a polar climate data set.
Finally we note that certain experiments of the polar subprogramme should be conducted simultaneously with
FGGE for mutual benefit because of direct interaction
with the FGGE data set. These include the basin-wide
data buoy array in the Arctic, and the Antarctic buoy
array. Other experiments proposed here such as the
energy exchange studies and the stratus cloud experiments
are not directly tied to the FGGE data set but would
benefit by being done then. The execution of these
experiments will depend on availability of manpower and
resources.

2.2.3 Polar SUb-programme studies: Second GARP
Objective
(i) Polar processes in climate modelling: We envisage a
hierarchy of numerical experiments, culminating in the
design of improved global numerical models in which the
role of the polar regions may be made clear.
First priority is the development of accurate regional
pack ice models in order to establish the sea-ice dynamics.
Ice-edge and shear-zone effects are of particular
importance.
Following this are the sea-ice related sensitivity studies
using general circulation models (GeM). We note that
since present general circulation models are characterized
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by relatively high levels of noise in model statistics at on-going experiments, are being used for further develophigh latitudes, particular care must be given to the proper ment and expansion of the models in order to describe
statistical design of experiments designed to test the the marginal zone where the pack ice interacts strongly
response of model statistics to changes in sea-ice cover. with solid land, and to represent the unconfined pack ice
The first step would be an extended integration of a boundary.
GCM with an ice-free Arctic for comparison with a
(iii) Antarctic ice dynamics: We note that the existing
normal situation.
ice models are designed to yield mean ice thickness as a
Third priority is the parameterization of the polar function of the external parameters and are tested with
planetary boundary layer for use in general circulation Arctic data. The full difficulties of Antarctic sea-ice
models. A systematic review of the adequacy of the problems are not yet known. It appears prudent to wait
parameterization of fluxes of heat, moisture, and until Arctic studies are understood before recommending
momentum over sea ice, land ice, and mixed water/ice a full-scale attack on Antarctic sea ice. The initial
surfaces (leads, polynyas, and ice edge regions) is a programme proposed here includes:
logical first step. Model formulations for cloudiness also
need review: the experiment proposed for the Arctic (a) Satellite monitoring of sea ice extent around Antarctica to establish the seasonal variability,
stratus is designed to help improve such formulations.
First priority for model validation is the comparison (b) Antarctic sea-ice ground truth studies, and
of actual and computed large-scale ice motion as driven (c) A limited array of automatic data buoys, covering
by GCM wind fields. A related objective is the prediction
an area of, for example, 45° of longitude extending
of the extent of the ice; computed and observed ice fields
from the coast to 60 0 S. It would be most efficient
must be compared for any GCM hoping to be relevant
to conduct this experiment during FGGE in order
to climate.
to obtain maximum information on interaction of
circulation parameters with Antarctic sea-ice
Eventually, accurate coupled models of the interactions
dynamics.
between the atmosphere, ocean and ice will be required.
Once such formulations are available, integrations over
(iv) Clouds, radiation, and low-level winds: During
many year's length should be performed and the question
summer
persistent stratus clouds exist over the Arctic
of the stability of the Arctic ice pack and the Antarctic
'Basin.
Little
attention has been given to this significant
ice field and the dynamical relations between polar and
of
summer
climate in the Arctic and it is poorly
feature
world-wide climate re-examined.
simulated in present general circulation models. Existing
(ii) Arctic ice dynamics: Past attempts to model the data are insufficient to define the effect of this feature in
large-scale dynamics of sea ice have had limited success the radiation balance and a regional field experiment is
and have been able to explain only isolated features of required (e.g., high resolution vertical profiles, detailed
the present-day circulation of ice in the Arctic Basin. The cloud distribution, and airborne observations of microreason is that these models consist almost entirely of the physical phenomena). In addition, standard radiation
equations of motion without realistic statements of a measurements will be carried out at a number of existing
constitutive law, a continuity equation for pack ice, or stations.
a proper statement of the conservation of energy. Withou~
The characteristics of the low-level katabatic circulation
a realistic model of the local dynamics of the ice pack, it over the Antarctic continent are not yet fully understood,
will not be possible to make realistic models of large-scale yet they are an important part of the tropospheric circulacoupled air-ice-sea interaction for climate dynamics.
tion, energetics, and surface climate. Effects in shaping
The AIDJEX experiment (Untersteiner, 1976) covers the snow surface of the Antarctic continent, in exporting
an area roughly 800 km in diameter - about 1/20 of the snow by drifting, and in affecting the formation of
Arctic Basin. The AIDJEX model for pack ice now needs polynyas and cold shelf water are even less understood.
crucial test over the entire Arctic Basin. The large-scale Field experiments being discussed here include a string
buoy network (position to 5 km, surface T and p) shown of automatic stations extending from the coast back
on the map in Chapter 6 will serve three purposes: towards the interior and one station in the sea.
(a) it will define the field of ice motion; (b) it will provide
(v) Energy exchange in ice/water regions:
a surface pressure field of the resolution required for
interpreting the ice velocity field; and (c) it will provide (a) Antarctic polynya study. The results obtained in this
surface observations in a region of persistent cloudiness,
study will contribute to the understanding of sea/air
thus complementing the satellite measurements planned
energy and mass exchange processes under anomalous
for FGGE. Shear-zone studies, which utilize data from
conditions in the vicinity of polynyas, and to assess
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the effect of polynyas on synoptic processes. The
proper parameterization of meso-scale polar energy
sources in models of the atmospheric circulation and
numerical weather forecasts will require such understanding. A variety of oceanic and atmospheric flux
measurements are proposed.
The study of sea/air interaction at the leads in icecovered regions is also of particular interest because
it contributes to the strengthening of gradients in the
temperature and humidity surface fields. This
strengthening in turn contributes to the intensification
of tropospheric fronts.
(h) Arctic ice pack study. The experiment aims at
studying the processes of heat exchange between the
atmosphere and the ocean through the Arctic ice
cover. The results will be used to develop an adequate
parameterization of these processes.
Measurements of heat balance components will be
made at specially chosen sites of the USSR "North
Pole" drifting stations. When a lead is formed,
instruments will be placed perpendicular to it in the
windward direction. In addition, routine meteorological observations will be carried out once per day
during the entire experiment and continuously for
not more than a week (under different weather
conditions). The leads will be observed continuously
during the period of their existence.
(c) Processes controlling the edge of the sea ice. To find
a quantitative explanation for the variations of the
unconfined sea-ice margin is the most important
problem addressed by polar climate studies.
Although an ice edge model will ultimately be used
in conjunction with general circulation models of the
atmosphere and ocean, initial development and
testing can best be carried out independently of a
GeM. At present, a major barrier to the development of a suitable model is the lack of an adequate
data set with which to drive the model and verify its
predictions. It is proposed that one of the objectives
of the polar sub-programme be the systematic
acquisition of such a data set.
The basic data set, spanning several grid elements on
either side of the ice edge, should include the atmospheric pressure field, velocity field in the upper ocean,
heat content of the mixed layer (outside the ice edge),
incident radiation field, boundary layer temperatures
in the atmosphere, position of the ice edge, and ice
concentration and thickness distribution across the
marginal zone. Because of the absence of complicating land masses, the most ideal area to acquire
such a data set would be around the Antarctic ice
pack; for practical reasons, however, the initial effort

will be concentrated in the Greenland Sea where
ocean heat/mass transport measurements will be
carried out.
(vi) Large-scale energy exchange:
(a) Effect of polar processes on atmospheric circulation.
The following problems are to be considered as part
of a synoptic analysis of high latitude processes.
(l) Study of the peculiarities of Arctic and Antarctic
frontal structures in relation to the underlying surface
(open water, ice, water/ice boundary).
(2) Investigation of the peculiarities of cyclone and
anticyclone structure variations in relation to the
processes of air mass transformation and the features
of the underlying surface (open water, ice, water/ice
boundary).
(3) Study of the atmospheric transformation of long
waves generated in the North Atlantic and the
propagation of disturbances to the North Pacific as
determined by the underlying surface and radiation
conditions in the North Atlantic and North Pacific.
(h) Heat exchange hy oC,ean and ice transport. The flow
of water through the Greenland-Svalbard passage
carries the major oceanic heat flux into the Arctic
ocean. A series of experiments is proposed here to
determine the heat input to the ice pack and to assess
the importance of the variability of this transport in
the dynamics of the sea ice. In order of priority the
experiments are:
(1) Measurement of the oceanic heat advection by
direct measurement techniques in the GreenlandSvalbard passage.
(2) Measurement of heat flux due to ice advection.
Resolution of available techniques does not currently
allow such estimates. The results from new high
resolution instruments is promising, however, and
may allow accurate measurements during the later
stages of the polar sub-programme. The main ice
export is into the North Atlantic; collection of data
on the ice cover from satellites and ships of opportunity will be useful here.
(3) Measurement of the total heat flux through the
surface of the Arctic Ocean. This estimate also
depends on greatly improved resolution of satellite
data.

(vii) Climate monitoring in polar regions: The Stockholm
climate conference recommended a series of long-term
monitoring programmes of terrestrial variables, most of
them beginning with FGGE (GARP Publications Series
No. 16). The variables relevant to polar processes include
(table and page numbers refer to that publication):
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Surface radiation parameters (Tables 6.2,6.3, p. 80, 82)
Cloudiness (6.2, p. 80)
Sea surface temperature (6.5, p. 87)
Heat content of upper layer of the ocean (6.5, p. 87)
Sea level (6.5, p. 87)
Surface temperature of sea ice (6.5, p. 87)
Extent of sea ice (6.6.1, p. 90)
Surface state of sea ice (melting or non-melting)
(6.6.1, p. 90)
Drift of sea ice (6.6.1, p. 90)
In the polar regions, these monitoring data required
by a global study of climate are identical with the data
requirements of the polar sUb-programme. In order of
priority the monitoring activities proposed for POLEX
are (1) calibration and ground truth studies for satellite
data in polar regions, and (2) the initiation of the collection
of a polar data set.
Calibration of satellite soundings in polar regions is
required because of the effects of ice, clouds, and inversions there. Sufficient surface temperature and pressure
and radiosonde data of the tropospheric vertical temperature profiles are required for calibrating satellite soundings
in these regions. In this way the global data set will have
the necessary accuracy in high latitudes.
Ground truth for satellite imagery (passive and active)
is necessary for proper interpretation. Simultaneous
measurements of surface conditions proposed for POLEX
will allow inference of ice concentration and type for
polar heat, mass, and momentum balance studies.
A climate data set will be initiated during FGGE. Of
particular interest to the polar sub-programme are the
following data: satellite imagery (microwave, IR, and
visible) of both polar regions, global wind, pressure,
humidity and temperature analyses, global cloud distribution, satellite polar radiation budget data, and selected
surface and aircraft meteorological observations in the
polar regions.
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3. THE SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR THE POLAR SUB-PROGRAMME
3. 1 Sea Ice and Climate Dynamics

or at least hemispheric, models that include realistic
submodels and parameters describing the ice.

It has been speculated that world climate and ice
Historic ice records go back a thousand years to the
distribution have more than one quasi-steady state.. Donn
first Icelandic accounts (Bergthorsson, 1969) and include
and Shaw (1966) and Budyko (1972) argue, along different
such sporadic inferential information as that connected
lines, that an ice-free Arctic Ocean would remain free of
with the Norse colony in Greenland from the tenth' to
ice once that condition had been established by a climatic
the fifteenth centuries. In modern times, various governanomaly. The only global model calculations that have
ment services have maintained ice records, notably in
been performed assuming an ice-free Arctic Ocean
Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Japan, Norway, U.S.S.R.,
(Fletcher et al., 1971 ; Warshaw and Rapp, 1973) yielded
U.K. and U.S.A.
statistically significant differences between the ice-in and
Pertinent to longer time scales, investigators in the
ice-out conditions at high latitudes. During the 60-day
CLIMAP
programme continue to unravel the paleotime span of this numerical experiment there was little
discernible effect on the hemispheric circulation patterns .. climatic record. Figure 3. 1 is an example of this work,
by Ruddiman and McIntyre (1973). It identified "polar
Several studies during the past decades have shown
water" by the presence of certain cold-water species in
that statistical relationships exist between ice extent in
the faunal sedimentary record. The isolines shown in
the North Atlantic and certain regional features of the
Figure 3. 1 delineate water masses with a winter temperaatmospheric pressure field (Brennecke, 1904; Meinardus,
ture no higher than 0.5°C. This does not imply a record
1906; Koch, 1945; Striibing, 1967) and that large variaof sea-ice retreat after the peak of the Wisconsin Ice Age,
tions of the ice boundary in the North Atlantic are
but it stands to reason that the range of sea ice in the
associated with fluctuations of the general circulation of
North Atlantic has undergone variations comparable with
the atmosphere (e.g., Scherhag, 1936). More recently, it
those shown for polar water.
has been shown that temperature anomalies at the surface
of the subtropical Pacific Ocean are associated with
anomalous conditions in the North Atlantic (Namias,
1972; Bjerknes, 1969). To understand and predict these
complex interactive phenomena, the behaviour of the ice
itself must be sufficiently understood.

Although it has not been convincingly demonstrated
that sea-ic.e variatIOns of the magnitude experienced in
recorded history have a feedback effect on large-scale
circulation systems, it has been shown that the expanses
of sea ice that existed during the Wisconsin Glaciation
were accompanied by a greatly different climatic regime
in the Northern Hemisphere [CLIMAP Project (1976)
Gates (1976)].
Neither in recorded history nor in the interpretation of
sedimentary records is there evidence thatthe Arctic Ocean
was ever free of ice during the past 105 years. On the
other hand, there is considerable evidence that the
boundaries of drift ice have shifted in both hemispheres.
The cause and effect of such variations in relation to
atmosphere and ocean circulation patterns are not
quantitatively understood.
The general question of the interaction between water,
ice, and air on a large scale can be solved only by global,

Figure 3. 1 Map of retreat positions of "polar water" in the North
Atlantic from 17,000 to 6,000 years B.P. (from
Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1973)

3.2 Cryospheric Processes and Feedback Mechanisms
The role ofthe polar regions in the complex atmosphereocean-Iand-cryosphere system that determines the climate
of the earth is essentially twofold. First, there are several
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mechanisms in the polar regions that probably serve to
amplify small climate changes, and these feedback mechanisms must be included in any comprehensive theory of
climate; and, second, the polar regions respond more
dramatically thim the lower latitudes and are, therefore,
potential indicators of such changes. In this section we
will be concerned in particular with the first of these
factors, and the second will be pertinent to the discussions
of long-term monitoring of conditions at high latitudes.
The heat balance of the polar regions is determined
primarily by the transport of sensible heat by atmosphere
and ocean circulations, by the infrared emission to space
from the atmosphere and surface, and by the solar
radiation absorbed. The last factor is greatly influenced
by the extent of snow and ice, with their high albedo.
Thus, for example, a shrinking of the snow and ice cover
due to a warming trend will result in more solar radiation
being absorbed at the surface (assuming that the cloud
cover does not change appreciably), and this extra heat
will further warm the region. This is a classical example
of?- "positive feedback" mechanism [Kellogg, 1973], and
it is included in virtually all of the current latitudedependent climate models, starting with those of Budyko
(1969) and Sellers (1969). The feedback greatly enhances
the model sensitivity to cooling, and more than doubles
the high latitude response of mean surface temperature
to an increase in heat available to the system (from any
source, such as a hypothetical increase in solar radiation
or heat added to the lower atmosphere by mankind's
activities) .
Another positive feedback mechanism that has been
identified in the polar regions (Wetherald and Manabe,
1975) is the effect of atmospheric stability and moisture
content. Again, taking the case of a general climatic
warming trend, the warmer air will be able to evaporate
more water at mid-latitudes, and as relatively more moist
air is advected to the polar regions it will continue to be
more opaque to terrestrial infrared radiation, thereby
decreasing the net upward radiation loss at the top of the
atmosphere. This effect is further enhanced by the suppression of vertical mixing by a stable lower troposphere.
Thus, a general global warming of the surface due to a
small increment of heat will be amplified in the polar
regions. In the Wetherald and Manabe model the polar
regions showed a resp.onse in surface temperature at the
poles that was more than three times that of the global
average, due mainly to a combination of these positive
feedback mechanisms.
In spite of the recent advances in the sophistication of
both general circulation and climate models, it is certain
that some additional important feedback mechanisms are
still not adequately treated. Two that are identifiedeven though they are not yet well enough understood to
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quantify - are the effects of changes in cloudiness with
its accompanying change in albedo and solar radiation
absorption, and the effects of interactions between atmospheric and oceanic circulations. This deficiency in our
understanding of climate theory will only yield to a
combined attack using both more complete models of the
climate system and better observations against which to
test the models. Furthermore, as we have indicated, many
of the critical sets of observations must come from the
polar regions.
3 .3 The Polar Energy Balance
The polar regions are generally regions of net radiative
energy deficit which maintain their climatic equilibrium
by the receipt of energy transport from the lower latitudes.
They are therefore an important part of the overall
pattern of thermal forcing of the atmosphere and the
oceans, and variations in their thermal equilibrium may
be expected to affect the character of the global circulation. Solar radiation is ultimately the primary forcing
function which controls the large-scale circulation; manifestations of the circulation are the cloud systems and
wind fields produced by the energy transformations of
the solar radiation and the rotation of the earth. The
atmosphere and terrestrial surface of the polar regions
have distinct and unique characteristics which control
these transformations into fluxes of heat, mass and
momentum.
In the Arctic, unlike the Antarctic, a thin sea ice veneer
effectively insulates thermally the vast heat energy
reservoir of the Arctic Ocean from the atmosphere. Net
radiation at the surface is so small as to be indistinguishable
from observational errors. Given the large amount of
incoming shortwave radiation (100 wattsjm2) and the
small amount of heat required to melt the sea ice, relatively
minor anomalies in the radiation budget can have large
effects on the ice. The same applies to turbulent heat
fluxes, which in the atmospheric boundary layer of the
Central Arctic are between one and two orders of
magnitude smaller than individual radiative fluxes
[Doronin, 1963; Fletcher, 1965]. These effects on the ice
thickness are demonstrated by the results of calculations
with a one-dimensional thermodynamic model of sea ice
[Maykut and Untersteinet, 1971]. In the Arctic Ocean,
mechanical forces, primarily stress applied to the ice by
the wind, cause the ice to crack and part in places; new
ice forms in the open leads, resulting in an ice matrix
with a wide range of different thicknesses, each having a
different surface temperature and hence heat balance.
During winter, for example, heat loss from open water
exceeds that from perennial ice by two orders of magnitude
[Badgley, 1966]. Therefore, an adequate representation
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of the transfer of sensible and latent heat between ocean
and atmosphere requires that the thickness distribution
of the ice be known. The proper computation of air stress
which results in the deformation of ice also remains a
problem that will require further attention, although
stress computations based on geostrophic winds derived
from barometric charts have been made by AIDJEX
[Brown, 1973].
The occurrence and distribution of the persistent arctic
stratus cloud decks as a unique and striking feature of
the climate of the Arctic is related to the large-scale
transports of heat and moisture into the Arctic basin, to
the surface exchanges of heat and water vapour and to
the optical and thermal properties of the liquid water
drops or ice crystals of the clouds. Since the clouds
interact with the fluxes of solar and terrestrial radiation
they affect the heat balance of the atmosphere and terrestrial surface of the Arctic.
In global or hemispheric circulation models cloudiness
in the Arctic represents one of the poorest simulations,
due to the modeller's inability to adequately parameterize
low-level convection and formation of stratiform clouds.

logical theories, since nowhere else on earth are external
geophysical-meteorological environments as clear-cut and
well defined as in the Antarctic (Lettau, 1971). Three
important principal factors favour the study of mathematical models of the thermodynamic and dynamic consequences of solar energy supply at the snow/air interface.
These are the exceptional uniformity of the physical
structure of the Antarctic snow surface, the large horizontal scale of the topographical gradients of the continental ice dome, and the relative paucity of short-time
disturbance of the dominant long period (seasonal)
variation of insolation.
Similarly, the central Arctic is the most suitable location
on earth to study the stably stratified polar planetary
boundary layer.
3.4 Exchange Processes Between Snbpolar and
Temperate Regions

The atmospheric heat balance is to a large extent
maintained by meridional heat transfer due to atmospheric
motions. This heat exchange between the polar and
temperate regions occurs through two primary dynamical
The nature of the heat sink over the Antarctic continent mechanisms; (i) Horizontal eddy heat fluxes associated
is quite different from that in the Actic. Here the thin with both transient synoptic scale disturbances and quasisea ice veneer is replaced by a high cold ice plateau, stationary planetary waves, and (ii) Adiabatic expansion/
temperatures are considerably lower'than in the Arctic compression due to vertical motions associated with the
and the heat sink is of similar intensity. Cloudiness is mean meridional circulation cells.
low and the surface wind regime is dictated by the
The tropospheric temperature at any location is deterintensity of the radiational cooling and the slope of the
mined by a balance between the net diabatic heating
ice surface rather than large-scale synoptic pressure
(radiative, latent, and boundary layer heating) and the
gradients. The low-level katabatic wind regime is in fact
sum of the eddy heat flux convergence plus the adiabatic
the dominant characteristic of the tropospheric circulation
heating. Thus, for example, in the polar regions during
and dynamics over the Antarctic continent.
the winter season the net diabatic cooling due to the
Radiative processes, energy and mass balance, bound- radiation deficit is compensated both by adiabatic comary layer phenomena and snow climatology of the high pressional warming due to the descending branch of the
Antarctic plateau are linked to the low-level katabatic polar mean meridional cell, and by the convergence of
circulation, which also affects drift snow transport into the poleward directed horizontal eddy heat fluxes ['Newell
the seas surrounding the Antarctic continent, their et al., 1974].
freezing, production of polynyas and bottom water
The eddy heat fluxes and the mean meridional circuformation. Studies of the dynamics of the low-level wind lation are elements of the general circulation of the
over the interior of Antarctica have followed the classical atmosphere. Their distributions in space and time are
work on katabatic winds by Defant (1933); Ball (1956); determined by internal dynamical constraints (e.g. requireand Gutman and Malbakhov (1965). Radok (1971) has ments of global angular momentum and energy balance)
compared the katabatic winds with the trade winds, as well as by external forcing. Thus, seasonal and interfinding similarity in the magnitudes of energy transfer annual variations in the extent of the polar ice cover will
and in horizontal uniformity and control mechanisms influence the atmospheric heat budget not only directly
involving vertical subsidence and hydrometeors, although through altering the net diabatic heating field, but
there are major differences in the mechanisms driving the indirectly through changes in the horizontal eddy heat
two circulations.
fluxes and the meridional circulation. Changes in these
An adequate understanding of the katabatic wind elements of the general circulation will in turn force further
phenomenon and its consequences does not exist. The changes in the next diabatic heating through changes in
Antarctic atmosphere is an ideal "test tube" for meteoro- the distribution and/or amount of cloudiness.
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At present it is not known whether the net result of
these processes will be a positive or negative climatic
feedback.
This question can be settled only through long-term
simulations of the ice-ocean-atmosphere system based on
very accurate physical models of all portions of the
system. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the
influence of ice and snow cover on the net diabatic heating
of the atmosphere is crucial for correctly modelling the
atmospheric exchange processes between the subpolar
and temperate regions.

3.5

Oceanic Exchange Processes

We summarize here those physical processes by which
the polar ocean interacts with the ice and the atmosphere.
(i)

Radiation

The Arctic Ocean receives shortwave radiation both
directly and through the ice. It has been shown that,
during July and August, when the ice is free of snow and
partially covered by meltwater puddles, a significant
amount ofenergy penetrates the ice, heating the uppermost
layers of the ocean (Untersteiner, 1961; Maykut and
Grenfell, 1975). This heat and the energy received
through openings (leads) in the ice are significant components in the surface heat budget.
(ii)

Turbulent heat and salt fluxes

The Arctic Ocean is characterized by an extremely
stable upper layer. The Arctic Ocean is also a net source
of ice with an estimated export (into the Greenland Sea)
of several thousand cubic kilometers of ice annually.
This exported ice has a salinity of only 1-4%0' The
formation of new ice (September-May) adds highconcentration brine at the surface of the ocean and tends
to destabilize the upper layers. The resulting mean flux
of salt is downward, while the mean flux of heat (from
the warmer Atlantic water at depths of 200-800 m) is
upward. The dominating mechanisms are dynamic
convection due to wind-driven currents and haline convection due to ice growth (Schaus, 1971). The mechanisms
themselves, their interaction, the advection of freshwater
from rivers and from ice melting, and the seasonal cycle
of ice coverage in which wide strips of ocean near the
Alaskan and Eurasian coast are exposed to the atmosphere
produce a complex system.
(iii)

Momentumflux (water stress)

When an ice cover intervenes between the atmosphere
and the ocean, "wind-driven" motions are actually ice-
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driven, with the added complication that, during periods
of decelerating wind, ice motion can become currentdriven. As at the upper ice surface, momentum exchange
at the ice bottom manifests itself both as skin drag and
form drag. The ratio or sail height to keel depth of
pressure ridges is about 1 : 5, making form drag in the
oceanic boundary layer of equal or greater importance
than that of skin drag (Smith, in press).
A complete formulation of the water-stress problem,
including the case of momentum flux from water to ice,
would require a comprehensive theory of time-dependent,
stratified boundary-layer flow. Even if such a theory were
available, its practical application would require data of
a level of sophistication that cannot be achieved at present.
(iv) Large-scale budgets
Looked at in its entirety, the role of the oceanic heat
and mass transports in th~ polar energy balance constitutes
a formidable problem. First, heat and mass exchange
with adjacent seas occurs in the Arctic through numerous
passages, each of which may be at least locally important
and all of which appear to show a large temporal
variability; in the Antarctic, such exchange is across open
boundaries. Second, the input of fresh or low~salinity
water from a large number of sources with large seasonal
variabilities is particularly significant, because at low
temperatures the density stratification exerts primary
control over internal vertical fluxes. Third, the unusually
shallow and extensive shelf seas are particularly effective
sites for water modification and mixing and for air-sea
exchange. Fourth, the phase change ice-water constitutes
a heat storage mechanism with peculiar problems of
measurement. Fifth, the enormous spatial variability in
the characteristics of the upper surface with respect to
transmission of radiant, sensible and latent heat, as well
as momentum and buoyancy, generates very difficult
experimental and modelling problems.
In the arctic regions, the largest ,oceanic heat transfer
occurs in the Norwegian-Greenland Sea. The flow of
water and ice in this region to the north through the
Greenland-Spitsbergen passage represents the major
oceanic heat flux into the Arctic Ocean (about 9.7 watts/m2
from over-all budget considerations, 6.3 due to water,
3.4 due to ice) (Aagaard and Greisman, 1975). This heat
flux is small, however, compared with the amounts of heat
involved in air-sea cooling in the Norwegian-Greenland
Sea and in· the deep-water overflows in the Denmark
Straits (about 100 watts/m 2). The" long-term variability
of temperature and currents in this region is also large,
and local changes have been well documented by fisheries
research. For example, Malmberg (1969) has pointed out
that the currents near Iceland showed a marked change
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from ice-free in the period 1948-1958 to transporting and
preserving drift ice in the period 1964-1968. These
changes are also reflected in the temperature and salinity
characteristics of the local waters.
Vowinckel and Orvig (1970) estimate that the total
atmospheric advection required to balance the radiation
deficit of the region is 73 wattsjm2 and thus the oceanic
advection (9.7. watts jm 2) represents less than 15 percent
of the total. Yet this advection is of both local and
regional importance. The transported heat affects the
thermal regime locally, is a driving flux for the thermohaline circulation of arctic waters and thus affects the ice
drift, and has an effect that may be important on the
relative amounts of water and ice in the Arctic Basin.
This latter interaction is complex and not well understood:
the heat that is advected into the Arctic Ocean must be
transferred out through both the ice and the open leads.
There is a complex feedback mechanism involved, which
may fundamentally affect long-term climate variability.
In the Antarctic, the Southern Ocean heat transfer is
dependent on temperature, salinity, and surface and deep
currents. In addition, the southern sea ice has a drastic
effect on the local heat budgets and bottom-water formation. Part of an initial programme must be the search
for possible atmospheric and oceanic indices for largescale long-term variability of all of these processes in the
south and polar regions.
Processes related to the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
(ACe) could be a source of such indices. The ACC links
the world's oceans at their southern reaches and is driven
by a combination of momentum flux from the wind and
heat flux from solar radiation (and possibly ice).
The meridional flow associated with this zonal current,
together with the abyssal western boundary currents (see
below) provides the interchange of heat and momentum
with the other oceans and is the main mechanism for
meridional heat transport. The polar front associated
with the ACC is the zone separating the antarctic and
subantarctic surface-water masses. This region is believed
to be an important interaction area for heat loss to the
atmosphere and for production of Antarctic Intermediate
Water and as such may play an important role in largescale heat budgets. The zonal transport of the ACC is
related directly to the driving fluxes and will reflect the
variability of this large-scale air-sea interaction.
The time scales over which ocean and ice dynamics
affect climate are a matter of current debate. There is no
question that time scales of one month to ten years are
important and that initial concentration on these relatively
short times is wise. From the point of view of climate
dynamics, intermediate scales (10-100 years) must also
be considered.

Bottom-water formation in the polar regions, the result
of strong air-sea and air-sea-ice interaction,'is one instance
of a process with intermediate scales. The resultant
equatorward flow and mixing of this bottom water with
other water masses is an important transfer mechanism
for heat and other properties in the ocean. In the Antarctic, bottom water is formed in selected regions around
the Antarctic Continent, primarily in the Weddell Sea.
This cold, dense water moves to the north in western
boundary currents in each of the major ocean basins.
This flow and the (probably zonally symmetric) meridional
flow associated with the ACC are the primary means by
which the rest of the World Ocean is affected by processes
occurring in the Southern Ocean. This region around the
Antarctic Continent is of particular significance because
here the abyssal waters of the world interact directly with
the atmosphere.

3.6 Ice Sheets and Snow as Climate Integrators
Oort and Vonder Haar (1976) have pointed out that
estimates of the rate of storage of energy due to melting
of snow and ice and the negative storage involved in ice
formation, both of which are required for accurate
estimates of the earth's energy budget, are not now readily
available. The existing papers (e.g. Maykut and
Untersteiner (1971), Kukla and Kukla (1974), Wiesnet
and Matson (1975)) do not supply the quantitative information required. The estimates made by Oort and
Vonder Haar which are based on a numerical model of
Wetherald and Manabe (1972) and in estimates of ice
growth and melt in the Arctic by Untersteiner (1975) show
that this term is about one-third in the summer months
(June-july-August: 16 wattsjm2) of the rate of heat
storage in the oceans (48 wattsjm2) in the latitude belt
70° - 80 N. However, they feel that the estimates are
too tentative to be used in their basic calculations, and
point out "... the urgent need for better estimates of
the storage of energy in the cryosphere in view of our
meagre present knowledge".
0

Continental ice and snow are climate integrators in
two different senses of the term: they store coded summaries of climate events, and they react to accumulations
of such events. In either case the inherent cryospheric
processes must be well understood before their interactions
with atmosphere and ocean can be properly assessed.
The climatic record stored in the structure of a seasonal
snow pack represents an integral of the precipitation and
temperatures over several months. In this record the
climatically most relevant episodes are those of freezing
and melting, but a great deal of the detail arises from
transient conditions near the triple point in the water
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phase diagram, where small changes in the heat balance
can produce evaporation and surface roughening instead
of sublimation and surface smoothing [Hofmann, 1963].
On a somewhat longer time scale perennial "firn" retains
a precipitation/temperature record in the relative abundances of stable oxygen and hydrogen isotopes. Attempts
to relate this integrated information to short term
fluctuations in the climate of polar regions for which
conventional data are also available [Morgan and Wilson,
1975] underline the difficulties of interpreting longer-term
isotopic records from ice sheet cores in climatic terms.
The optimism of earlier interpretations has given way
to increasing awareness of the difficulties of simulation
of climatic events by dynamic surface elevation changes.
A satisfactory interpretation of isotope profiles in fact
requires the detailed modelling of ice sheet behaviour plus
data from other cores taken along the same ice flow line
plus additional information, such as air volumes from the
ice pores (reflecting the height of the ice surface when the
pores were sealed off), seasonal dust layers and radioactive
isotopes for direct dating, etc.
In the second context, that of processes and feedbacks,
the integrating role of snow derives from its thermodynamic and radiational peculiarities - its low thermal
conductivity and large reflectivity for shortwave radiation,
and its large absorptivity for longwave radiation. The
first two are density- and age-dependent. The creation
of a snow cover (o.ften in an almost catalytic manner
through a combination of marginal conditions) has wellknown atmospheric consequences, such as local anticylogenesis, which tend to prolong its existence and
capacity for integrating subsequent weather fluctuations.
The ultimate destruction of the cover again results from
integrations: the gradual accumulation of albedo-reducing
surface dust and the transformation of the snow structure
by conduction, convection, and percolation to a "ripe"
stage facilitating the drainage of meltwater.
On the longest time scales it now appears quite possible
that polar ice sheets, like certain mountain glaciers, could
be undergoing surge cycles. In such a cycle the ice
subsides in the centre and moves rapidly out at the rim
to the edge of the continental shelf. In between surges
there is ablation at the edge while large ice depths and
surface slopes are restored in the interior regions. The
frequency oJ such surges would depend on the rate of
replenishment of the central ice and also on temperature
(which enters the dynamic equations through an effective
ice viscosity). A theory of the process in terms of the
lubrication produced by the heat of sliding friction (the
product of the base shear stress and the sliding velocity)
has been developed and successfully tested on surging
mountain glaciers by Budd (1975).
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In short, then, the integrating properties of continental
ice sheets and snow both create problems in the interpretation of their climatic records and dynamic effects
reaching beyond their polar source regions.
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4. THE POLAR EXPERIMENT (pOLEX) FOR FGGE
4. 1 Introduction

The objectives of the polar sUb-programme are to be
met in two ways: by means of a Polar Experiment
(POLEX) which is designed to augment FGGE and
contribute to FGGE goals, and by means of continuing
studies before and after FGGE aimed at the goal of understanding the role of ice in climate dynamics.
The POLEX, to be carried out simultaneously with
FGGE, will address, in order of priority, FGGE requirements and collection of the FGGE climate data set.
These requirements are, in turn, to improve the basic
FGGE data set in polar regions (including to augment the
FGGE data set from continuing studies), to provide
calibration and ground truth for satellite measurements
in polar regions, to assist in modelling high latitude processes for FGGE, and to specify and collect data for the
FGGE climate research set in polar regions. Modelling
studies on the role of ice in climate dynamics are to be
carried out simultaneously.
This chapter is meant to describe the proposed POLEX.
It first defines the special polar problems faced by FGGE

studies and then lists the specific tasks for POLEX as
agreed on at the JOC Planning Meeting on the GARP
Polar Sub-programme (Toronto, May 1976) and concurred with by the JOC at its twelfth session (June 1976).
Tables showing the proposed national contributions to
the POLEX tasks and a calendar of events are given in
an appendix which is being published separately.

This should not be taken to mean that there are no disturbances in the polar regions, but that the scale of their
interaction apparently does not extend in any significant
way to features that would not be well defined in a 500
to 250 km observation grid.
(ii) Coupling between the polar regions and mid-latitude
circulations
There is a further question that has been raised concerning the necessity for synoptic observations in the
polar regions during FGGE, for the particular goal of
improvement in mid-latitude weather forecasts, namely,
the effect of deficiencies in the polar "analysis of initial
conditions of predictions at mid-latitudes. While studies
have been made of the propagation of errors to midlatitudes when the equatorial regions are left out in the
calculations, no such study, to our knowledge, has been
made of the sensitivity of the prediction to errors in polar
observations.
Until a sensitivity study of this kind is made, it will
have to be assumed that a synoptic description of polar
conditions is of equal importance with the mid-latitude
description in making a hemispheric or global forecast.
Since the seasonal and inter-annual changes of polar
conditions are marked by strong changes in albedo and
surface temperature, it is likely that the polar regions in
fact play a very significant role in determining hemispheric
conditions.
(iii) Cloud cover in polar regions

4.2 Polar Processes Affecting FGGE Observing Systems
(i) Scales of synoptic features

The question has been raised concerning the resolution
requirements in polar regions. Are there, for example,
significant synoptic features then that would not be well
enough defined by an observational network that meets
the GARP mid-latitude requirements (250 or 500 km)?
From studies of global circulation based on satellite
observations, from analyses of wavelengths of storm
systems as a function of latitude, and from analysis
of the variability of pressure in the polar regions compared
with the variability at mid-latitudes, it can be stated that
the resolution requirements for observation in the polar
regions are no more stringent than those at mid-latitudes.

The wintertime cloud cover in the Arctic is not unusually extensive, but in the summer months from April
through September the cloud cover over most of the
Arctic Basin is about 90 percent. This summertime cloud
cover is predominantly low stratus, with cloud tops below
1 km. Any infrared satellite sounding system will have
to take this persistent cloud cover into account.
(iv) Persistent multi-level year-round cloud belt 50°S-65° S
0

Satellite pictures show that between 50 S and 65°S
cyclonic cloud systems are frequent in all seasons. The
effect of this persistent cloudiness on satellite soundings
has been demonstrated. Special efforts have to be made
to remedy this observational deficiency.
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(v) Surface temperature inversions
In polar regions, the high loss of heat from the surface
due to long wave radiation frequently brings about a
temperature profile characterized by strong temperature
increase upward in the lowest hundred meters or more.
These temperature inversions are present practically
the whole day during winter and in the nights during
summer.
The presence of these inversions makes it difficult to
determine the temperature profile in the lowest part of
the atmosphere from surface temperature measurements.
The effect of the inversions on satellite .measurements
needs to be determined.

(vi) Coastal regions
Among the most active areas in the polar regions are the
coastal regions, where the surface thermal and radiation
properties change most rapidly, and where sea ice,
immobile during part of the year, shears along an essentially linear belt with consequent oceanographic and
moisture release consequences. It is here also that the
albedo changes most drasticaily on a seasonal basis along
a linear zone. In many areas, also, topography along
the coasts has a profound effect on surface winds, with
consequent control of low cloud and snow cover and
thus on influence on regional weather patterns.
The effect of coastal influences on polar weather circulation is not clear. Unfortunately most polar weather
stations are aligned along coasts, and thus in a poor
arrangement to sample the coastal effect themselves.
Satellite soundings should obtain information indiscriminately with regard to coastlines but if their interpretation is based on reference observation from coastal
stations alone, they may incorporate anomalies whose
nature and magnitude are not apparent. More attention
should be given to the effects of coastlines and coastal
shear zones on the general polar circulation patterns at
different times of the year.
4.3 Polar Satellite Observing Systems for FGGE
The satellite infrared temperature soundings are the
key to fully three-dimensional global observations, especially at high latitudes where the gradient wind approximation is accurate, but their limitations must be recognized. First, they cannot yet probe through clouds and
so must depend on the existence of fairly large clear
spaces in order to obtain temperature distribution to the
surface. Second, they have in the past mainly been
used over oceans, where the surface emission is uniformly low and originates from sea level. Third, they
give temperature as a function of height.

Each of these three limitations poses special problems
in the polar regions due to the prevalence of cloud cover
at times and the ice- and snow-covered surfaces.
(i) Visible and infrared imagery

Polar-orbiting satellites with cameras can determine
the extent of sea ice and snow cover when clouds are not
in the way.
Studies of satellite pictures of the polar regions have
generally indicated that it is usually possible to distinguish
clouds from the underlying snow when the pictures are
specially processed with the proper contrast. It appears
that the visible channel is slightly superior for observing
the extent of sea ice and snow because it is less hindered
by thin cirrus than the infrared. With the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS) pictures in the near infrared,
it is often possible to distinguish melting snow from
frozen snow. One other technique that has proven useful
in establishing the average extent of sea ice or snow cover
over a period of a week is the composite minimum
brightness (CMB) technique. In this technique the
albedo of each picture element (area on the surface) is
stored and the minimum value of each area read out
at the end of a week. Thus, the cloud-free periods for
each area are retained and the presence of ice or snow
detected. (IT there is cloud cover over a region throughout
the entire week, the system gives an erroneous result.)
(ii) Microwave imagery
Both Soviet and U.S.A. satellites have made passive
radiometric observations in the microwave spectrum
in order to demonstrate its use for temperature and
humidity distribution, and Nimbus-5 has an electronically
scanning microwave radiometer (ESMR) that can produce
pictures of surface brightness. The latter can be of great
use for determining the patterns of sea ice and, unlike
the visible and infrared images, is not affected by ordinary
clouds. Studies of the brightness patterns from ESMR
have already been useful in delineating the extent of both
Arctic and Antarctic pack ice.
(iii) Indirect temperature soundings

(a) Cloudiness: No infrared technique will work where
there is complete cloud cover in the field of view of the
sensor, so one approach has been to develop scanning
systems that can improve the probability of looking at an
element beneath the satellite that has at least some
openings in the cloud cover. Both Nimbus-5, with the
ITPR system, and NOAA~2, with the VTPR system,
have this scanning capability.
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Nevertheless, there are certain regions of the world
where cloud cover is so extensive that openings will be
rather rare, and the Arctic in summer is unfortunately
such a region, as suggested by Figure 4. 1, by Huschke
(1969). From May through October, clear skies are
observed less than 10 percent of the time, and low clouds
are present between 70 and 80 percent of the time. (The
Canadian Arctic is somewhat more cloud-free, as shown
in the Figure.) The mean monthly cloud cover during
these months in the Central Arctic is 80 to 90 percent.
This may mean that there will be difficulty in getting
temperature soundings down to the surface in summer,
although the predominance of low clouds indicates that
the soundings will generally be good throughout the
middle and upper troposphere.
It will be helpful in taking account of such stratus
clouds over the Arctic to have good information on their
formation and statistics on their heights and thickness.
This is one objective of the Arctic Stratus Experiment
proposed as part of the polar sUb-programme (see
Chapter 5).

(c) Height of terrain: The Antarctic Continent and
Greenland are not only snow covered but several kilometers above sea level. This poses a different problem
regarding the lower boundary condition that will have
to be solved before temperature soundings can be made
over these land masses on a regular basis. The basis for
the solution will involve introducing the average terrain
height for each scanning element as a given boundary
condition.

(b) Effect of ice and snow surface: The emission at
infrared wavelength in the weaker parts of the CO 2 band
will be "contaminated" by surface emission. Stated
differently, their weighting functions of fractional emission versus pressure will intersect the ground. The
oceans represent a uniform surface with quite low emissivity in the infrared, so the problem is greatly reduced,
but ice and snow have infrared emissivities.

The VTPR on NOAA-2 data over the poles have not
been processed. Neither of these two satellite systems is
capable of getting good temperature profiles more than
about 500 km from the nadir, so in any case they would
be limited to 85° latitude. At the time of FGGE,
TIROS-N should be in orbit. Its altitude is expected
to be about 87° maximum.
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(d) Coverage of the poles: Polar-orbiting sun-synchronous satellites have inclinations of about 81 ° (depending
on their altitude) and therefore do not pass directly over
the pole. To "see" the pole they must scan to the side
of the satellite track, and only then will they obtain full
coverage to the pole.

Nimbus-5 is the first D.S.A. satellite with this capabut its scanning vertical temperature profile
radiometer (VTPR) is currently turned off over the poles
due to a partial failure of the scanning mode' and a
desire to conserve power.
bili~y ,

Due to the overlap of orbital paths at the higher
latitudes, the coverage is actually more complete than
at lower latitudes. If NOAA-2 were to take soundings
over the polar regions, the distribution ofpoints at which
temperature soundings would be made during a 24-hour
period would be shown in Figure 4.2. This overlap will
permit good tests of the consistency if these sounds at
high latitudes.
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(iv) Auxiliary pressure and temperature observations
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Mean monthly total cloud amounts (Huschke, 1969).

Regarding the problem of providing auxiliary rawinsonde or surface pressure and temperature observations,
tests at NCAR in cooperation with NOAA/NESS and
NASA have shown that the accuracy of the temperature/
density field determined by indirect soundings from
satellites is improved if the wind field or pressure versus
altitude distribution can be measured at a few points in a
region (Baumhefner and Julian, 1972). These referencelevel measurements do not have to be made at the same
place as each satellite sounding, since the process is one
of adjusting the entire three-dimensional field, which is
balanced by the model. The required spacing of referencelevel measurements depends on the accuracy of all the
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formation of low-level inversions, boundary-layer transport, and so forth. These will demand special observational efforts.

4.4 Specific Tasks of POLEX
In view of the above considerations, the following
tasks have been established for POLEX:
POLEX Task 1. Improvement of the globai data base in
polar regions

The general" coverage now available over Antarctica
is somewhat less than the FGGE requirements stipulate,
but it is not likely that new stations can be established.
However, an obvious area for improving the network
to come close to the FGGE requirements is in West
Antarctica. Pending some study by the Working Group
on Numerical EXRerimentation, the Toronto meeting
recommended that:
Figure 4.2 The distribution of simulated indirect temperature
soundings that NOAA-2 would obtain over the
northern hemisphere with the VTPR in one day if it
were continuously in the scanning mode. (Courtesy
of NOAA/NESS.)

other measurements and the data analysis techniques,
and these have so far not been specified well enough to
be able to say exactly what the spacing should be. (In
a "perfect" data-reduction and measurement system, one
reference-level measurement would suffice once and for
all for the entire globe, since it would simply specify
the total mass of the atmosphere.) Based on tests in
m!ddle latitudes, we conclude that a very few measurements of this kind would probably suffice for the polar
regions (70° latitude to the pole), but so far the optimum
number has not been determined. Tests with models have
shown that updating with additional observations is
more effective at higher latitudes (Williamson and Kasahara, 1971; Kasahara, 1972).
The USSR drifting stations in the Arctic Ocean currently provide data to the upper-air network of stations
of the WWW. The question is whether the requirements
of FGGE demand any additional stations, either manned
or automatic, to proYide reference-level observations.
Certain other requirements for auxiliary observations
are already clear. For example, surface winds determined
from the large-scale synoptic analysis (geostropic or
gradient winds based on the pressure gradient alone)
cannot be used with confidence in ice-dynamics experiments, and the same is true for studies ofkatabatic winds,

(a) The existing network of upper air stations in the

Arctic and Antarctic be maintained at .least through
the FGGE observational phase and that every effort
be made in data-sparse areas (e.g., Bouvet Island,
Station Nord (Greenland)) to augment the network
to meet WWW requirements.
(b) At least one ice-based radiosonde be operated in the

central Arctic (near 180°, 83°N) in order to approach
FGGE data network requirements here.
(c) The lack of upper air soundings in west Antarctica be

noted, as it may cause a serious gap in southern
hemisphere data. *
(d) Pressure and temperature sensors be placed on at

least three (3) of the ice drift buoys now planned for
the central Arctic.
(e) The problem of specifying sea surface temperature

(SST) requirements and collection should be considered by the appropriate JOC group on the global
SST problem,noting that fishing vessels may be
willing to transmit data if special position-coding
procedures are arranged.

*

The JOC Working Group on Numerical Experimentation
agreed (October 1977) that a very serious gap exists in West
Antarctica which will degrade the analyses and modelling not
only for POLEX but for the FGGE. They recommended the
following actions, in order of priority:
(i) Surface and upper air stations in the area, preferably at or
near the former Byrd station.
(H) Manned surface stations at Byrd or Siple stations.
(Hi) Automatic weather stations at Byrd or Siple stations

CHAPTER

POLEX Task 2. To provide calibration and ground truth
for satellites

Observations of the atmospheric mass field as defined
by the vertical profile of temperature, and by surface
pressure, are required for the FGGE data set. According
to GARP Publications Series No. 11 (section 5), GARP
Special Report No. '17 (section 3.3), and JOC-XI Report
(sections 3.3 and 3.5), the specified horizontal resolution
for these observations is 500 km. In the polar regions,
this requirement can be met only by satellite sounding
retrievals. The principles of satellite sounding retrieval in
the infrared and microwave spectral regions are well
established and are expected to yield useful results in all
climatic regions. However, in the polar regions there
are special problems due to:

4

POLEX Task 3. Modelling efforts to improve understanding of high-latitude processes for FGGE

The meeting recommended:
(a) Numerical studies of the effect of data deficiency

in polar regions on mid-latitude predictions and
checking GCMs for their ability to reproduce
realistically specific polar phenomena (Circumpolar
Vortex, polar night jet, etc.).
(b) Sensitivity studies on the effect of ice locally and

globally, and on t1?-e combined effects of ice and
cloud.
(c) Process studies utilizing existing data and sensitivity

studies for parameterization of Arctic Stratus,
katabatic wind, and the effect of regions of mixed
ice-water near Arctic and Antarctic coasts.

(a) Poorly understood properties of polar surfaces

(variable age and structure of sea ice, stratigraphy
of cold snow surfaces, free water content of wet
snow pack) in the microwave spectrum, and the
effects of multi-layered stratus clouds of small
optical thickness in the infrared spectrum. ,
(b) Lack of data on surface pressure and temperature

structure and effect of aerosols in the boundary
layer.
To overcome the problems outlined above, it was
recommended that:
(a) Satellite sounding retrieval techniques be developed

for application in typical high-latitude situations
and verified before the commencement of the FGGE
SOP I. This matter was referred to COSPAR
Working Group 6 for urgent consideration. *
Radiation data collected during status cloud experiments should be exploited where possible.
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POLEX Task 4. To speCify and collect datafor the FGGE
climate research set

The polar sub-programme offers a special vehicle for
specifying and coordinating data sets useful and necessary
for the longer term climate dynamics SUb-programme
requirements. While there are many research problems
and observations which should be. handled as part of
other SUb-programmes and experiments, it is nevertheless
clear that there are identifiable and unique problems and
observational requirements within the polar SUb-programme which are worthy of special attention:
(a) Satellite data on the extent of polar ice should be

collected. Investigators should be made aware of the
necessity for making requests in advance for storing
digitized tapes of such data. Details of time, place,
and accuracy will need to be specified.

(b) Data buoys be deployed on ice in the polar regions to

(b) Data on the thickness of sea ice and upper ocean

obtain direct observations of surface temperature and
pressure. The spacing and sensor accuracy of these
buyos should conform with FGGE specifications.
Existing data (such as those taken during the AIDJEX
aircraft experiments) should be examined to establish
the degree of areal representativeness of single-point
temperature measurements. For the most effective
location of these buoys, the Working Group on
Numerical Experimentation should be consulted.

temperature and salinity under ice collected during
the course of various process experiments should be
assembled and stored in an acceptable central
location.

...

The Chairman of COSPAR Working Group 6 indicated
(February 1977) that the satellite sounding retrieval technique
over ice is no worse than over open waterr There stilI seems
to be some concern about retrieval techniques over ice-covered
regions and additional work stilI remains to be done.

(c) Data on sea level variability and reference bench-

marks be collected from coastal. stations and isolated
islands (e.g. Bouvet, South Georgia, Jan Mayen).
(d) Cloud morphology and distribution in the polar

regions should be monitored by satellite. Data from
existing stations and ongoing experiments also
should be stored.
(e)

Sea ice melting and snow cover information from
satellite data should be collected.
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(1) Information on drift of sea ice should be collected

from various process-oriented experiments (Arctic
and Antarctic).
(g) Seasonal snow cover, ice and liquid water run-off

should be considered by other appropriate GARP
or IHP sUb-groups.

4.5 Polar Sub-Programme Tasks Related to POLEX
These tasks would either benefit FGGE or benefit
from being carried out during FGGE. They fall primarily
under the objective of parameterization and model
studies of sea ice dynamics and related atmospheric and
ocean processes in climate.
.
(i)

This study provides additional data on surface pressure and temperature for the FGGE global data
set.
(iii) Southern hemisphere ice dynamics experiment of
limited areal extent to be carried out in a region of
simple geography, e.g., Adelie Coast. This study
takes advantage of improved whid data over the
southern hemisphere and adds needed surface pressure and temperature to the FGGE data set.
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5. POLAR PROCESSES IN CLIMATE MODELLING
5 . 1 Introduction

The ice pack modifies climate in three specific ways:
(i) sea ice changes the surface heat balance by preventing
direct contact between the atmosphere and the ocean,
(ii) sea ice moderates seasonal extremes through freezing
in the winter season and thawing in summer, and (iii) sea
ice transports water and negative heat energy equatorward, modifying climate along the ice margins, and
increasing salinity in areas of net ice production. The
first effect has been partially included in the simplified
climatic models of Budyko (1969) and Sellers (1973).
In these models only the albedo feed-back effect of ice
and snow cover is included, and the heat transport of the
ocean and atmosphere is modelled as a simple diffusive
process proportional to the mean poleward gradient of
surface temperature. Models have been formulated
which in principle would allow exploration of the seasonal storage of energy by an ice pack, and the meridional
transport of energy, but little has been done to explore the
effectiveness of these mechanisms as yet.
The state of any single model including sea ice and the
oceanic and atmospheric boundary layers is very primitive
and even somewhat premature. Several of the processes
occurring in this system, however, have been modelled
individually with varying degrees of success. Fairly
complete models of pack ice dynamics and the distribution of ice thickness are being studied as well as cloud
models and radiation models. Models of the atmospheric
boundary layer are being developed and tested. Other
areas, such as the dynamics of the mixed layer under ice,
the hydrology of the ice surface and attendant albedo
variations, have only begun to be explored.
What is being learned from AIDJEX and other ice
.dynamics experiments about ice dynamics and the polar
boundary layers has yet to be applied to climate models.
While the study and modelling ofthese processes continue,
-a major thrust of modelling in the polar SUb-programme
must be the adaptation of new ice and boundary layer
models for use in GCMs, and sensitivity studies to
assess the global effects of these parameterizations.
5.2 Model Parameterization Review

Polar processes enter into global models specifically
through the coupling between the surface with ice, snow
or bare land or water, clouds, and atmospheric thermal

structure. The coupling of energy is affected locally
through vertical radiative and convective energy transfer
whereas coupling to other latitudes occurs through largescale oceanic and atmospheric temperature, requires first
being able to cope with individual features with the others
fixed according to climatological conditions. For example, a model should be capable of properly simulating
atmospheric temperature structure with prescribed realistic
surface and cloud conditions besides surface conditions
in terms of prescribed atmospheric temperature and
cloud structure before all can be determined jointly.
The distance between grid points in a global model is
necessarily at least several hundred kilometers. Important variability in ice conditions, e.g. thickness and
albedo variations, presence of leads, occur on spatial
scales small compared to grid resolutions. The largescale effects of this variability must be parameterized in
terms of grid point variables. A similar but possibly less
severe problem occurs in incorporating polar cloudiness
into global models.
Important physical processes may not only be incompatible in space scales with respect to model capabilities
but also time scales. In particular, the turbulent transfer
of heat and momentum at the surface is of too small
a scale both in space and time to be resolved without
parameterization. Similarly, important climate changes
due to or affecting polar processes may occur on time
scales long compared to the year or two of time that
the models can now hope to simulate.
Current efforts at coupling polar processes into
global circulation models are still quite primitive. The
NCAR model, for example, generally prescribes sea
surface temperature, but some initial crude attempts
have been made to calculate snow cover. Cloudiness is
predicted by the model; the simulated cloud cover agrees
reasonably with actual mean polar cloud distributions.
However, the radiative transfer calculations in the model
are uncomfortably crude in view of the sensitivity of
sea ice to small changes in surface thermal balance.
Recently, Manabe, Bryan and Spelman (1975) carried
out a climate simulation with a coupled atmosphere,
ocean and sea-ice model. Again most aspects of polar
processes are treated quite crudely. The model was
capable of simulating the first-order features of the
climate; however, they bypassed one of the most difficult
aspects of climate, cloud parameterization, by specifying
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the mean cloudiness distribution. This in large measure
determines the correct solar and infrared fluxes at the
earth's surface, which is akin to specifying the fluxes at
the interface. Future climate modelling must have as one
. of its goals to free this constraint on the system.
As a first step toward the successful numerical modelling
of polar climate, the various physical parameterizations
made in numerical general circulation models need
critical review and testing for polar conditions. This
need also has been cited by the JOC Working Group on
Numerical Experimentation. The model formulations
for sensible heat flux, evaporation, and cloudiness particularly need to be reviewed and the resultant simulations
compared with observation. Means should also be
sought to introduce some measure of ice and soil morphology into the models, and the parameterization of leads
in the arctic pack ice is of particular importance.
The numerical procedures used in these models for the
polar regions also need review, especially the resolution
and stability near the poles. The horizontal grid may
require refinement to resolve important smaller-scale
process in the Arctic (such as the sea-ice boundary and
orographic winds). Many numerical general circulation
models employ special computational procedures at high
latitudes in order to ensure the solution's smoothness.
This strategy may be avoided by the use of spectral
models (Bourke, et aI., 1976).
The several global atmospheric numerical models
differ in their vertical resolution, in the methods of
numerical solution, and in the details of the physical
parameterizations. All, however, treat the all-important
surfa-ce heat balance in much the same way. It is therefore useful to review briefly their treatment of the basic
processes involved. Of particular importance are the
following:
(i)

Sensible heat. During the arctic winter the sensible
heat flux over ice- and snow-covered areas is predominantly downward, that is, toward the radiatively
cooled surface whose temperature is generally lower
than that of the overlying air. This flux may be
spectacularly reversed over open water areas, however, when an upward flux 100 times larger may
occur (Badgley, 1966). Even a small amount of open
water can therefore dominate the surface heat
balance, and it is for this reason that the presence of
even relatively small leads or polynyas in the arctic
ice pack is of such importance.

(ii) Cloudiness. In all general circulation models, the
occurrence of clouds is a by-product of the occurrence of precipitation to evaporate. None of the
models allows clouds themselves to be advected
horizontally, and none makes provision for the

occurrence of large-scale nonprecipitating clouds,
especially of the stratus variety. These features
impose serious limitations in the numerical models'
simulation of arctic cloudiness and clearly require
further attention.
(iii) Surface heat balance. We may write the net heat
flux at the earth's surface as
(I-a) S-R-r

+ C-LE-L,M,

where a is the surface albedo, S the shortwave radiation incident at the surface, R the net long-wave
radiation flux leaving the surface, C the conduction
of heat from beneath, and M the rate of melting of
surface snow or ice. Here rand E are the sensible
heat flux and evaporation as discussed above, and L
and L, are the latent heats of vaporization and
fusion, respectively.
Over bare land (and over ice- or snow-covered land
surfaces) the surface temperature TB is presently
determined in all general circulation models by the
requirement that the expression be equal to zero.
Most models assume in addition that there is no
heat conduction from or into the ground (M = 0),
and in the absence of melting snow, the term M = 0
also. In models in which snowfall is accumulated
on the ground, the surface albedo is varied according
to the local snow depth; in other models the albedo
is an assigned function of season and latitude only.
The surface temperature over arctic sea ice is determined from the above expression set equal to zero,
with some provision made for heat conduction
through the pack ice of the form C = Kfh(T,-TBJ,
where K is the thermal conductivity of sea ice, h the
assigned ice thickness (usually taken to be 2 m),
and T, the freezing point of sea water beneath the
ice. The ice's surface temperature, however, is
not allowed to rise above the melting point. Over
open water the ocean's surface temperature (TB) is
prescribed in uncoupled numerical models of the
atmospheric general circulation. The surface heat
balance is therefore here disregarded, although local
evaporation and sensible heat flux are computed as
above.
A number of alternative flux ,and boundary-layer
parameterizations have been tested in short-range
predictions with atmospheric circulation models
(Delsol et aI., 1971), but their climatic consequences
have not yet been explored. A systematic review of
the adequacy of the widely used bulk transfer
formulas over the Arctic is very much in order.
Although it is believed that time-dependent global
models offer the best dynamical framework for the
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investigation of climate-related physical processes in the
polar regions (and for the identification of critical observations), some consideration should be given to the
development of steady-state models for the coupled
atmosphere-ocean-ice system. For example, the locations
of both land and sea ice might be specified (as now done
in the global models) and the resultant steady-state
distribution of the surface temperature determined
within the polar basin. From this, the various elements
of the surface heat budget could then be estimated. Such
a model might be a two-dimensional extension of the onedimensional models developed by Sellers and Budyko,
for example.
It is recognized that the proper parameterization of
time-dependent fluxes is a key problem in steady-state
models, although it is perhaps less serious for the ocean
than for the atmosphere. In view of the relatively small
spatial' variations of arctic sea ice and arctic oceansurface temperatures (and the relatively low levels of
atmospheric kinetic energy in the polar troposphere),
such steady-state models might, in fact, be more successfully applied to the arctic region than to the lower latitudes. Some degree of polar axial symmetry might also
be profitably employed.

5.3 Model Performance Review
As a second step toward the successful numerical
modelling of polar climate, the performance of the
various present global circulation models should be
specifically reviewed in the polar regions. In most model
summaries the polar regions have received little attention,
and the level of model fidelity in high latitudes is not
well established. In particular, the ability of atmospheric
models to simulate the seasonal regimes of the elements
of the surface heat balance (including the sensible, latent,
and conductive heat fluxes) and the related elements of
precipitation, evaporation, and surface runoff needs
systematic evaluation.
We may note, however, that for many of these climatic
elements there are inadequate observational data against
which to compare a numerical simulation. The observations for surface air temperature are perhaps the most
adequate. Elements of the surface heat balance are also
simulated by the atmospheric models and may be provisionally compared with the limited available data.
The RAND model's simulated sensible heat flux over
the pack ice is about -24 watts/m2 in summer and even
more negative in winter; the simulated net surface heat
balance becomes positive only in summer. The limited
observational data available (Vowinckel and Orvig, 1970)
indicate that these values are too negative and are likely
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due to the model's inadequate representation of open
water areas. This suggests that the few percent of open
water estimated by Vowinckel and Orvig for the polar
ocean during most of the year probably has a major
influence on both the sensible heat flux and the arctic
surface heat budget, especially during winter.
A similar analysis' of the elements of the polar climate
simulated by other global atmospheric models could be
made, such as those ofthe National Center for Atmospheric
Research (Kasahara and Washington, 1971), the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (Holloway and
Manabe, 1971) or the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies (Somerville et aI., 1973). The above example is
representative, however, and serves to illustrate such
model's performance in the Arctic. (See also Bourke,
et aI., 1976.)

5 :4 Global Numerical Experiments
As a third step toward the successful modelling of
polar climate, a series of 'carefully designed numerical
experiments should be made with presently available
circulation models, in which the surface boundary
conditions in the polar regions are specified in a particular
manner. While such experiments should eventually
be made with fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice models,
valuable insight into the dynamics of polar climate can
be obtained from models of the separate media during
the period of the polar sub-programme.
(i)

Atmospheric models

Of particularly great interest would be a numerical
experiment of at least 12 month's duration with an atmospheric general circulation model in which the surface
boundary condition was changed by the removal of all
sea ice from the Arctic Ocean. Preliminary experiments
of this sort have been made previously, but the question
has not received definitive analysis with an extended
integration. Even though the present atmospheric models
do not permit either the formation or disappearance of
sea ice during the course of an integration (and do not
adequately represent the presence of leads), the comparison of a simulation with normal arctic ice and one with
a completely ice-free Arctic Ocean would illuminate the
mechanics of the two most widely contrasting arctic
regimes thought possible. An analysis of the ice-free
and normal cases would show the thermal control
exerted by the ice pack and would also illuminate the
role 'of the ice in the formation of polar air masses and
in subpolar cyclogenesis.
A second numerical experiment of at least seasonal
length with a global atmospheric model is suggested
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in which the surface sensible heat flux as determined by
the model is modified to represent the presence of leads
in the ice pack. Such an experiment would show the
sensitivity of the arctic climate to the state of the ice cover
and would permit a new examination of the components
of the surface heat and moisture balances under a more
realistic ice regime. This experiment, and the ice-free
experiment suggested above, appear to be the most
pertinent ones that could be conducted with prescribed
ocean-surfa~e temperature and sea ice for the Arctic.
(ii) Oceanic models

Although models of the World Ocean circulation are
less well developed than are those for the atmosphere,
there are a number of numerical experiments that could
shed light on the dynamics of arctic climate. The most
obvious experiment is one in which the atmosphere
surface heat flux and wind stress are fixed at climatological
values and the consequent ocean circulation determined.
This is, in fact, just the configuration used in present
global oceanic experiments (Cox, 1974). Variants of such
an experiment are those in which the ocean density is
specified climatologically and the currents calculated
diagnostically (Marchuk et aI., 1973); even here, however,
the models have not yet been extended into the Arctic
Ocean. In addition to the circulation within the Arctic
Ocean, such experiments could simulate the heat transport into the Arctic under realistic mean conditions.
According to the most recent estimate (Vonder Haar
and Oort, 1973), the oceans accomplish approximately
40 percent of the total poleward heat transport in the
northern hemisphere and account for as much as 28 percent as far north as 50o N.
A second numerical experiment, complementary to
that suggested above for the atmosphere, is one in which
the polar sea ice is completely removed. The simulated
surfac~ heat flux and poleward oceanic heat transport
could then be re-examined. Interesting variations on
such an experiment would be one in which the pack ice
was retained but the presence of leads considered and one
in which the salinity's role in the determination of the
density gradients was isolated.

sensitivity of arctic climate under a wide variety of conditions. The central problem here, of course, is to accomplish the parameterization in a satisfactorily realistic
manner.
5.5 Regional Modelling (Large-Scale)
A fourth step towards understanding polar climate is
regional modelling. While regional numerical models of
the complete, interacting system (atmosphere-ice-ocean)
have yet to be constructed, various subsystems have
been explored with preliminary models that examine the
oceanic circulation and sea ice distribution in isolation.
Since such models require considerably less computing
time than do their global counterparts, they may also be
used to examine the numerical effects of grid resolution and
computational algorithms. Here some initial experiments
with such models will be discussed but it must be emphasized that these models are in their infancy and that much
work in constructing valid parameterizations of physical
processes needs to be done. A strong effort in this direction is needed as part of the polar sub-programme.
A set of numerical experiments determining the threedimensional fields of velocity, temperature and salinity
in the Arctic Ocean and Greenland Sea has been carried
out by Semtner (1973). The numerical model used is a
version of the ocean model constructed by Bryan and
colleagues (Bryan, 1969). The model has been adapted
to include realistic geometry and topography within
the limitations imposed by a horizontal grid spacing
of 110 km and 14 vertical levels. The ocean is driven
by the observed wind stress, heat flux, and water flux
at the surface and by observed inflow and outflow across
open lateral boundaries. These conditions are, of
course, not well known in the Arctic regions and as
Semtner has shown, some model results are quite sensitive
to these boundary conditions.

The results of these experiments are at once both
encouraging and discouraging, but point up the importance of the polar sub-programme. They are encouraging
in that some large-scale features of the Arctic circulation
are reproduced in the model. They are discouraging,
however,
in that the poorly known boundary conditions
(iii) Statistical/dynamical models
(both surface and lateral ones) seem to be so important
Experiments with atmospheric and/or oceanic models in producing realistic details of the circulation and thermoin which the large-scale transient eddy fluxes of heat and haline structure. Thus there is a clear need for better
momentum are statistically parameterized may also be of observations of wind-stress, heat and water flux across
value for the polar sUb-programme. Such models do not the sea surface, and mass influx at the lateral boundaries.
exhibit the unpredictability so characteristic of the In addition, the manner in which sea ice modifies the
dynamically explicit models when integrated over long atmospheric forcing on the ocean must be understood
periods of time (Lorenz, 1969) and may provide a useful and included before one can expect realistic results.
way· to assess the long-term equilibrium structure and· The parameterizatlon of vertical mixing in the surface
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layers and the possible importance of mesoscale eddies
in horizontal mixing of momentum, heat, and salt are
also crucial problems to be solved. They are, however,
receiving much attention from the oceanographic community and we can hope to have some improved parameterizations in the next few years.
A study of the dynamics of a Southern Hemisphere
ocean has been carried out by Gill and Bryan (1971).
The combined effects of lateral basin shape and bottom
topography are examined in a model that has a gap in
the meridional boundaries to simulate the Drake Passage. Two important effects are found. Firstly the
meridional circulation is strongly affected by the presence
of the gap, and secondly the horizontal mass transport
is enhanced by the presence of a topographic ridge across
the bottom of the gap. The first result is due to the fact
that a pressure gradient can build up against a meridional
wall, but cannot where there is a gap in the wall. The
second result follows from considerations of the influence
of bottom topography in which it is shown that the
horizontal mass transport stream function can be enhanced
in the presence of baroclinity and bottom relief.
These experiments suggest several new dynamical
effects to be considered in understanding the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current and the assQciated meridional
circulation. A new factor comes into play when models
include horizontal resolution fine enough to resolve
mesoscale eddies. Studies at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research have considered this problem
of transients in the Circumpolar Current. The two-layer
quasigeostrophic numerical model developed there includes steady wind forcing, small bottom friction, no
topography, and horizontal resolution of 20 km. The
results from one simulation show that mesoscale eddies
spontaneously arise due to barotropicjbaroclinic instabilities and are responsible for considerable modification
of the mean flow. In addition, transient events can occur
infrequently causing a blocking of the flow through the
gap in the meridional walls (the Drake Passage), leading
to large changes with time in the net transport by the
Circumpolar Current.
The regional modelling activities mentioned above are
concerned with the oceanic part of the atmosphere-oceanice system. Separate studies are underway to model the
seasonal cycle of ice cover in both Arctic and Antarctic
regions (Washington et aI., 1976), given only the seasonal
cycle of energy fluxes into the ice from the atmosphere
and ocean. The model is based upon a simplified version
of the Maykut-Untersteiner (1971) ice model developed
by Semtner (1976). So far advection of ice by the combined effects of wind and ocean currents has not been
included nor has a proper interaction of the sea ice with
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the upper ocean (so far the oceanic heat flux is specified).
Models of the mixed oceanic layer need to be combined
with such ice models to determine how important this
interaction is. The results have been quite encouraging,
however, and further work is underway to determine
the sensitivity of results to assumptions about the interaction with the ocean and the atmosphere.
The development of new regional models should be
vigorously supported during the polar sub-programme.
It is important that various parameterizations of these
subsystems (e.g., the effect of the oceanic mixed layer
on the ice, the effect of the ice pack on the coupling
between ocean and atmosphere, etc.) be examined and
tested against observations. It is also important to begin
to put these various elements together into truly interacting regional models that can begin to look into various
kinds of feedback between the atmosphere, the ice, and
the ocean. The development of regional models of this
kind will allow adequate spatial and time resolution to
begin to sort out the nature of these interactions and thus
to understand their implications for the local and worldwide climate.

5.6 Regional Modelling (Intermediate Scale)
A number of interesting problems of intermediate
scale also should be addressed. In all cases they represent
complex processes that will require interdisciplinary
study to complete. In particular, model studies should
address:
(i)

Arctic ice dynamics

Recently, new models of ice dynamics have been proposed which describe the material behaviour of pack
ice in terms of ridge building and open water formation
(Coon, et aI., 1974; Rothrock, 1975), and perhaps more
importantly, which regard the whole distribution of ice
thicknesses when describing the mass balance of the
pack (Thorndike, et aI., 1975). This distribution is
crucial for a valid determination of the turbulent fluxes
to the atmosphere and the rejection rate of salt by freezing
ice. These new models are currently being tested with
data taken by AIDJEX. We can expect that they will
considerably strengthen our basic understanding of ice
dynamics.
Theoretical understanding of the thermodynamics of sea
ice has been on a more sound footing than that of the
dynamics since the first thermodynamic models of level
ice (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971). Yet there remain
poorly understood aspects of ice ablation and melt water
behaviour as will be discussed below.
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What is· not at present clear is how to combine the
description of the ice thickness distribution with the
description of the vertical temperature distribution in
level ice to obtain some parameterized model capable
of adequately determining heat fluxes and ice mass
balance. This kind of parameterization should be a
major objective of modelling in the polar sub-programme.
The Arctic Basin is a suitable domain in which to
examine the behaviour of models of pack ice, as driven,
say, by a specified atmosphere and ocean. Of particular
interest here are experiments designed to test various
constitutive relations that govern stress propagation
and lead formation, as well as experiments on the growth
and dissipation of the three-dimensional ice cover by
freezing and melting. Preliminary experiments of this
sort have been carried .out by the AIDJEX programme;
an extension to the entire Arctic Basin is proposed
for the polar sub-programme. In this region, prevailing
wind systems couple to ice drift through stress patterns
that tend to encourage or discourage lead formation.
This, in turn, can drastically affect ocean-atmosphere heat
exchange, with complex and significant feedback mechanisms resulting. These effects on climate stability can be
profitably investigated with properly parameterized
models. Significant work on characterizing the ice is
currently underway as part of the AIDJEX study, and
this work should form a useful point of departure for
future work.
(ii) Mechanical effects of the land/ice shear zone on the
Arctic pack

The understanding of the interaction of sea ice with
land becomes very important when one attempts to
develop a model of the dynamics and thermodynamics of
sea ice. In an essentially landlocked ocean such as the
Arctic, these conditions become important because they
have an effect on the overall circulation of the ice pack.
Also, because the most extreme seasonal change of the
areal concentration of ice occurs in the marginal seas of
the Arctic, this open water also has a direct effect on
climate modelling in the polar regions.
In what follows, three separate aspects of this problem
are considered. First, the sea ice conditions in the
marginal seas of the Arctic are discussed; then a description of the experimental data required, together with
references to what are presently being taken, and lastly
a discussion of the present and possible modelling
considerations is presented.

Throughout much of the year the pack ice in the Arctic
Ocean extends to land almost everywhere. However,
in the late summer and early fall, the ice recedes from
the shore, and a band of open water encircles the perma-

nent pack ice of the central Arctic. In the late fall and
winter, new ice grows in these marginal seas. Because
this ice is weak and subjected to large stresses, it undergoes intense deformation and large pressure and shear
ridges are formed. These ridges often ground in the
shallow water of the extensive continental shelf surrounding the Arctic Basin and produce a rather large amount
of so-called "fast ice" that is connected to the shore and
the Arctic floor. Much of this ice will undergo no further
deformation until spring breakup. However, at the
interface between this fast ice and the moving pack ice,
severe ice deformation continues throughout the year,
producing leads, open water, and a very complicated ice
behaviour. Ridge formation is one of the primary
energy sinks associated with sea ice deformation. Very
little is understood about the formation of shear and
pressure ridges when they are grounded on· the continental shelf.
Two separate sets of conditions for sea ice/land interaction exist in the Arctic Ocean. The gyre which exists
in the Beaufort Sea causes intense shearing conditions
to exist between the Canadian and Alaskan land masses
and the circulating Arctic pack. This is contrasted with
a condition on the Russian shore, in which ice is produced
in the near shore, then goes into the trans-polar drift
stream, and, after two to three years, is exported to the
North Atlantic past Greenland. Therefore, these two
conditions must be understood before a model of the
ice pack can be completed.
Both the large-scale deformation of ice in the marginal
seas and the detail of ice mechanisms in the near shore
region are poorly understood. The USA/NOAA
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Programme does have a
data acquisition programme for the Arctic North Slope.
This programme is beginning to take data on the ice
conditions. In this programme, data on the motion and
condition of the sea ice will be taken on three scales: on
the largest scale the motion of the ice pack will be monitored by a system of tracker buoys (approximately 12 in
number) which will mark position to within about
1 kilometer by utilizing the ERALS satellite. Also on
this large scale, the presence of leads, ridges, and the
size of the ice floe, percentage of open water, etc., will
be studied by the use of airborne and satellite remote
sensing systems, such as visual and IR imagery together
with side-looking radar. The second scale of deformation
will be monitored locally, using radar transponders, in
an attempt to study the contrast of motions between
fast ice and the main arctic pack. The third scale to be
studied will be that of individual events such as the
formation of pressure and shear ridges during formation
and grounding. The data being sought in this field
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programme are intended for the assessment of environmental impact. However, it will lend much insight
into the behaviour mechanisms required for the largescale boundary conditions needed for modelling sea
ice on a geophysical scale. At present, it is not known
how long the sea ice data will be gathered under this
programme; however, until these data have been gathered
and examined, it is difficult to assess how much additional
data will be necessary to meet the needs of the polar
sUb-programme.
The AIDJEX sea ice model is one example of a model
that is complete enough to describe the behaviour of
sea ice far from the influences of a land mass, as well as
provide proper restraints for this sea ice/land interaction.
Pritchard and Schwaegler (1975) have studied idealized
cases of the interaction of sea ice with shore using the
AIDJEX model. These studies indicate that the presence
of an offshore wind produces a shore lead, where an
offshore wind causes ridging to occur near shore, and the
influence of that shore is felt in the pack as a function
of the ice condition (amount of open water, thin ice,
thick ice) in the near shore region. Winds which are
essentially parallel to the shore cause conditions which
show large velocity discontinuities at a shore lead (presumably a shear lead). The AIDJEX model is intended
to predict behaviours on a IOO-kilometer space scale, and
therefore the actual details of these various ridging and
leading mechanisms are not completely defined by such
a model. At this time, no direct comparison of model
calculations and data have been made. However, before
the end of 1977, the complete data of the AIDJEX programme including the data from the OCS programme
discussed above will have been compared with model
calculations. The exact need for further model development will not be thorougWy understood until the model
calculations have been compared with field data.
(iii) .Antarctic ice dynamics

The problem of modelling the antarctic pack ice has
received little attention, in spite of several enticing attributes such as its approximate symmetry around the pole,
the very large annual variation in ice extent, and the
generally divergent motion of the pack which should
minimize the importance of the relatively poorly known
material behaviour of pack ice. The general paucity
of data about either the ice or the upper ocean within
the antarctic pack seems to have discouraged concerted
work on this problem.
The dominant factors affecting antarctic pack ice:
(1) wind drive advection, (2) heat exchange with the

atmosphere, and (3) oceanic heat storage and heat flux
to the ice, have been simultaneously considered in
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GCMs (GFDL reference). But in such models scant
attention is paid to sea ice. For example, the presence
of open water and thin ice intermingled with thicker ice
is neglected, significantly distorting the thermodynamics.
Other work has taken into account only one or two of
the above factors. It has been noted (Gordon and Taylor,
1975) that the windforced northward advection alone
would approximately account for the advance of the ice
edge during the austral winter. Such a model will, of
course, not explain the retreat of the pack in summer,
nor is it a complete explanation of the advance. The
fact that it works at all indicates that winds drive ice
northward rougWy as fast as the thermodynamics carry
northward the line separating the ablation zone from
the accretion zone.
Consideration of the thermodynamics alone gives some
semblance of observed ice extent (Pease, 1975). But
models which treat the ice as a slab can be accepted only
if they have been parameterized to account for the
radiative absorption in open water during the melt season
and the high turbulent heat flux from open water during
winter.
Even in view of the sparse data of the area, a realistic
simulation of the mean annual cycle of southern ice
extent is probably within our capabilities at present and
should receive considerable attention under the aegis
of the polar SUb-programme.

(iv) Katabatic winds
The atmospheric surface layer on a large ice sheet
contains a persistent and intense but shallow flow with
complex and variable wind and temperature profiles,
below a seemingly inert upper layer with isothermal
stratification and gradual transition to synoptic scale
flow. Basically the katabatic winds appear to serve for
shielding the bulk of the antarctic atmosphere against
fluctuations in the surface energy balance. A previous
study (Radok, 1973) has shown the energy transfers in
katabatic flow to be substantial but one order of magnitude smaller than those of the meridional circulation
in the free antarctic atmosphere. Since that circulation
appears to be reproduced with some realism by at least
one current GCM (Clarke and Strickler, 1972), only
the most essential features of the katabatic boundary
layer need to be considered for parameterization in largescale models. One such feature is the height h of the
surface inversion; another may be the removal of coastal
sea ice by the strong- winds on the sea ice which creates
a line source of heat and moisture along the edge of the
continent.
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(v) Coastal marine boundary layer
In many high latitude situations continental air draining
from regions of intense cooling moves across a coastline
(often moving sharply across isobars as well). This has
the potential to create extremely unstable boundary
layers with airJsea temperature differences on the order
of ten degrees. This active thermal exchange region
strongly modifies the lower baroclinic field and establishes a controlling interest in local flow. The details
of this process and the appropriate scale are poorly
understood. Coupling this with the katabatic winds
creates a regional problem whose study must certainly
be addressed if high latitude coastal weather is to be
understood. As open water develops along coastlines or
adjacent to river mouths, local discontinuities in the airsea exchange are created. Still other large polynyas are
formed in regions where coastal geometry and prevailing
currents form arch structures in the ice fields (for example,
the north water in Baffin Bay). The role that these
clearly defined regions play in directing and modifying
weather patterns needs study. The possible significance
of these areas in frontogenesis is also an intriguing question
that could be addressed with regional models.

(vi) Upper ocean dynamics
The mixing and vertical velocities within the upper
layer of the ocean can be profoundly altered by an ice
cover. Shears across large polynya systems can transmit
stress discontinuities that approach those encountered in
zones where coastal upwelling is found. Hart (1975) has
suggested that baroclinic instabilities may occur in the
Arctic Ocean. These in turn may control the heat
exchange between the surface and the warm Atlantic
layer, which could alter the polar ice cover and eventually
modify global climate. The scant observational data
available suggest that modelling studies would prove
particularly interesting here. An obvious goal is to
discern the actual dependence of oceanic heat flux on the
structure of the overlying pack ice and atmospheric
circulation.
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6. CLIMATE-RELATED EXPERIMENTS AND MONITORING FOR THE POLAR SUB-PROGRAMME
6. 1 Introduction
In this chapter we list those process-oriented experiments and monitoring for the polar sUb-programme
which aim at the second GARP objective. Thus these
studies are' primarily aimed at understanding the role
of polar processes in climate dynamics. The experiments
and monitoring described here are designed to yield data
for a better parameterization of polar processes into
climate models as discussed in Chapter 5.
6.2 Arctic Ice Dynamics
Past attempts to model the large-scale dynamics of
sea ice have had limited success and have been able to
explain only isolated features of the present-day circulation of ice in the Arctic Basin. The reason is that these
models consist almost entirely of the equations of motion
without realistic statements of a constitutive law, a
continuity equation for pack ice, or a proper statement
of the conservation of energy. Without a realistic model
of the local dynamics of the ice pack, it will not be possible to make realistic models of large-scale coupled
air-ice-sea interaction for climate dynamics.
The AIDJEX experiment covered an area rougWy
800 km in diameter - about 1/20 of the Arctic Basin.
The AIDJEX model for pack ice now needs crucial test
over the entire Arctic Basin. Moreover, comparisons
of the surface pressure fields in the Beaufort Sea derived
from standard synoptic data from three manned and
seven automatic stations deployed in conjunction with
the AIDJEX 1972 Pilot Study have established conclusively that the spatial resolution of standard syno~tic
surface pressure charts is insufficient. In order to prOVIde
a wind-stress field for application to a dynamic sea-ice
model of the whole Arctic Basin, it will be necessary to
observe surface pressure at a grid spacing of approximately 400 km. The large-scale buoy network (position
to 5 km, surface T and p) shown in Figure 6.1 will
serve three purposes: (a) it will define the field of ice
motion; (b) it will provide a surface pressure field of the
resolution required. for interpreting the ice velocity
field; and (c) it will provide surface observations in a
region of persistent cloudiness, thus complementing
the satellite measurements planned for FGGE.
The spacing of the array has been estimated from the
characteristic length scales of the field of motion. We
\ have, from AIDJEX and earlier measurements, some

knowledge of these scales. First there are features with
scales of rougWy 100 km - zones of concentrated
deformation near the boundaries, for example - which
must be considered as noise compared to the synoptic
scale. The synoptic scale, rougWy 1000 km, corresponds
to the typical dimensions of atmospheric systems, and to
the cross-section of the dominant features in the longterm (years) ice circulation - the Beaufort Gyre and the
transpolar drift stream. On time scales of weeks and
months, however, the dominant patterns of the ice
motion are simply not known. We know there are
enormous departures from the long-term pattern, but
suspect that the appropriate length scale is still roughly
1000 km. Evidence for this can be seen in the curve of
correlation versus distance. (Fig. 6.2)
The curve illustrates that points separated by a few
hundred kilometers move in a highly correlated way,
but that points 800 km or more apart have virtually
independent motions. The curve gives some assurance
that interpolations over a few hundred kilometers will
be reasonably accurate.
At any given time there may be several critical points
in the synoptic ice motion field analogous to highs, lows,
and saddles in the atmospheric pressure field - an
estimate of up to ten such points in the entire Arctic Basin
is based on the existence of typically one or two critical
points in the Beaufort Sea (which occup!es only a :fi!th
of the Arctic Basin). A minimum goal IS to determme
the existence of these critical points. To determine 9
critical points requires representations of the velocity
to third order, which involves 10 unknown coefficients
for each velocity component. The experience using this
procedure for the AIDJEX data has been t~at « redundant » data points are invaluable (redundant IS used here
to mean that the unknown coefficients are over-determined mathematically by the measurements - not that
the measurements are unnecessary). The redundant
measurements allow one to measure the goodness-of-fit
and, by a.veraging effect, to reduce the uncer~ainty
in the estimated coefficients. In the Beaufort Sea WIth up
to twenty buoys, it was typically found to be possible to
resolve only the second order variations with confidence.
On a larger space scale, Igreater variation in the motion
is anticipated; one might hope to resolve third order
variations with twenty buoys. These arguments rely on
roughly equal measures of data and conjecture. It is
clear, however, that increasing the spacing degrades the
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Figure 6.2 Correlation coefficient of velocity versus distance,
constructed from measured velocities during AIDJEX.

experiment eventually to a point where the likelihood
of a successful experiment is small.
Given the inherent difficulty of such an experiment, the
probability of some buoy failure, and movement of the
array itself, it seems more efficient to err on the side of
more rather than fewer buoys. An experiment which
samples too sparsely will merely contribute to an already
large number of isolated ice station trajectories. The
array spacing in Figure 6. 1 produces roughly a 500 km
spacing with 25 buoys. It is clear that some economy
might be realized by sampling slightly more densely near
the boundaries and less densely near the interior, thus
saving some flying time.
6.3 Antarctic Ice Dynamics
While no distinctions can be made between the basic
physical processes of sea-ice-air interaction in the Arctic
Ocean and in the Southern Ocean, the widely differing
geographical circumstances produce phenomena that
are typical of only one or the other polar region. Some
of the most prominent ice-related characteristics of the.
Southern Ocean are listed below:
(a) The area covered by Antarctic sea ice undergoes
a large annual variation. The minimum extent is between
one tenth and one twentieth of the maximum extent.
Hence, most of the Antarctic sea ice is less than one
year old (and 1-1.5 m thick). Arctic sea ice is 2-3 m
thick, and about 70 percent of it is older than one year.
(b) The geographically central location of the Antarctic
Continent produced a situation that is alniost exactly the
reverse of that in the Arctic Ocean. At its circumglobal
outer boundary, the Antarctic sea ice interacts, unconstrained by land masses, with the circulation systems
of the southern hemisphere, which are considerably
more vigorous than those of the northern hemisphere at
comparable latitudes (Fletcher, 1969).
(c) The Antarctic Continent has an jndigenous ka.tabatic wind system which, in certain areas along the
coast, drives the ice off shore and produces quasi-per-

manent openings that must be regions of rapid ice production (Weller, 1968). (A similar phenomenon in the
Arctic, although smaller in extent and caused in an
entirely different way, is the so-called «North Water» in
northern Baffin Bay (Nutt, 1969).) The Antarctic katabatic wind system may also deposit considerable quantities of wind-blown snow on near-shore sea ice, thus
affecting both its thickness and structure in a way not
found in the Arctic.
(d) Antarctic sea ice is frequently underlain by a
thick (one to several meters) layer of unconsolidated
"slush" ice. The mechanism of the formation of this
type of ice is not clearly understood. Depending on its
lateral extent, it may profoundly affect both the heat
balance and the dynamic coupling between ice and ocean
currents. No similar phenomenon has been reported
from the Arctic Ocean. Moreover, the Arctic Ocean is a
much calmer water than the Southern Ocean, where the
sea-ice boundary is strongly affected by waves and swell.
As noted in Chapter 5, the problem of modelling the
Antarctic pack ice has received little attention, in spite
of several enticing attributes such as its approximate
symmetry around the pole, the very large annual variation
in ice extent, and the generally divergent motion of the
pack which should minimize the importance of the
relatively poorly known material behaviour of pack ice.
The general paucity of data about either the ice or the
upper ocean within the Antarctic pack seems to have
discouraged concerted work on this problem.

Figure 6.3 Schematic arrays for proposed automatic data buoys
in Weddell Sea (upper left) (Norwegian and U.S.A.);
and near Mawson Station (right) (Australia)
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Because of the fact that the full difficulties of Antarctic
sea ice problems are not yet known, it appears prudent
to recommend a small-scale programme first. A fullscale attack on Antarctic sea ice should wait until Arctic
studies are better understood. The initial programme
proposed includes :
(i)

Satellite monitoring of sea ice extent around
Antarctica.
(ii) Antarctic sea-ice ground truth studies.
(iii) A limited array of automatic data buoys in a
logistically convenient area.
It would be most efficient to conduct this experiment
during FGGE in order to obtain maximum information
on interaction of circulation parameters with Antarctic
sea-ice dynamics. The best geographical location would
be one relatively free of complicated boundaries and
logistically easy to reach, e.g., the Ross Sea; however,
the buoy arrays being considered for the Weddell Sea
region for small-scale experiments should be useful in
this regard (cf. Figure 6. 3).
6.4

Clouds, Radiation, and Low-Level Winds

(i) Clouds

Low altitude stratus and stratocumulus clouds are a
prevalent feature of the Arctic climate, particularly during
the summer season when their frequency of occurrence
exceeds 70 percent. The frequency of occurrence is
highly seasonal, increasing from April to June to a broad
maximum and decreasing again from October to December (Huschke, 1969; Vowinckel and Orvig, 1970). Stratiform clouds in the Arctic boundary layer and within
the lower troposphere are tenuous, with an average
thickness of 350-500 m. They frequently are observed
to be .laminated, or comprised of separate, well-defined
cloud strata (Jayaweera and Ohtake, 1973).
Arctic stratus clouds are a complicated element of the
polar climate since their structure is related at the same
time to· the large-scale positive transports of heat and
moisture into the Arctic Basin, to the surface exchanges
of heat and water vapour, and to the optical and thermal
properties of the liquid water drops or ice crystals. Since
the clouds interact with the streams of solar and terrestrial radiation, they influence the thermal and dynamical
structure of the PBL and affect the heat balance at the
surface of the pack ice.
Diagnostic studies involving the Arctic Basin require
an accurate three-dimensional cloud morphology as
well as a specification of the clouds' radiative properties.
Data on solar radiative properties have been collected
in a few Soviet investigations (Koptev and Voskresenskii,
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1962) and in the AIDJEX Arctic Stratus Radiation
Experiments. The measurements of Koptev and Voskresenskii indicate mean absorptions of 4-7 % in typical
Arctic stratus and stratocumulus clouds. For clouds
with thicknesses of up to 500 m, those situated over
water had an average albedo of 32-35 %, while those
over ice had mean albedos of 60-70 %. Theoretical
considerations (Mashunova, 1961, Herman, 1975) suggest
that the longwave emissivity of Arctic stratus may
deviate from unity due to low liquid water content and
cold temperatures. The radiative properties in the solar
and terrestrial spectrum need to be assessed accurately
so that the disposition of radiation in the PBL and at the
surface may be determined. Aircraft experiments similar
to those of Neiburger (1949) and Paltridge (1974) would
provide the appropriate data.

Aircraft reconnaissance and surface observations have
given some indication of the typical vertical and horizontal structure of Arctic stratus (cf. Herman, 1975,
for a complete review of observational data on Arctic
stratus), but do not provide for an adequate three-dimensional climatology.
Prognostic models involving the Arctic Basin require
an understanding of the thermodynamic and macrophysical processes that initiate and sustain Arctic stratus.
Herman and Goody (1976) have treated Arctic stratus
as a problem in air mass modification and suggest that
stratus clouds form in continental polar air as it flows
over the pack ice, with condensation being initiated by
longwave emission to space and the turbulent transfer
of heat to the colder ice surface. The authors predict that
condensation should occur in the air mass in about one
day and persist due to the absence of effective dissipative
mechanisms. A laminated cloud structure is predicted
to develop by a greenhouse mechanism whereby the top
and bottom of the cloudy boundary layer are cooled
radiatively, while the interior is heated so strongly that
the evaporation of cloud particles occurs and a clear
interstice is effectively generated.
Intensive case studies of Arctic stratus situations should
relate the nature of the cloud cover to the large-scale
circulation, to the turbulent transports at the surface,
and to the character of the radiation field. Studies of
this nature would clarify the relationship between the
quasi-permanent cover of the polar oceans and the
energy balance of the Arctic Basin. Possible coordination
with the proposed Stratus experiment (STRATEX) in
the GARP Climate Dynamics Sub-programme should be
investigated.
The above discussion indicates that there are two
elements of a complete Arctic stratus experiment: that
which relates to the processes that cause Arctic stratus
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to form and persist, and that which assesses its effect on
the energy balance of the Arctic Basin. The former
requires a complete specification of the clouds' radiative,
microphysical and macrophysical properties. The necessary data should be collected with an aircraft suitably
equipped to measure the following: solar and infrared
radiation, cloud geometrical thickness, droplet and ice
crystal density and size distribution, temperature, pressure, gaseous absorber concentrations, and the turbulent
fluxes of heat and moisture in and beneath the cloud.
New sampling techniques need to be developed for
measuring liquid water in tenuous Arctic stratus clouds.
The data collected would provide the basis for:
(a) Radiation models of Arctic stratus for calculated

surface energy budgets.
(b) Parameterizations

of Arctic stratus for global

numerical studies.
The later element requires an estimation of the threedimensional morphology of Arctic stratus together with
its droplet concentrations and radiating temperature.
Existing satellite and ground-based-techniques should
be exploited where possible or developed 'where necessary.
It would be desirable for these measurements to be made
in conjunction with the Global Experiment in order to
complement boundary layer and cloud radiative studies
in the tropics and at mid-latitudes, as well as to provide
input and verification for global circulation models.
The aircraft experiment must necessarily take place
within range of a facility capable of maintaining a
scientific aircraft.
The measurements described here need not coincide
with the execution of FGGE.
(ii) Radiation
Clear-air radiation studies in the Arctic are planned
to be continued by the USSR. The albedo effect of the
underlying surface, and effects of humidity and inversions
will be considered. Field observations will include:
actinometric soundings, radar aerosol and precipitation
measurements, and satellite measurements in the visible,
infrared, and microwave wavelength ranges. Attempts
will be made to determine calculation errors from radiation information deficiencies, accuracy needed for
models, and systematic errors due to radiation effects.
(iii) The Katabalic Wind

The radiation deficit of the Antarctic atmosphere has
been estimated by Rubin and Weyant (1963) to average
around 10 % of the solar constant. It appears to be
compensated largely by a direct meridional circulation

with equatorward flow concentrated below the 600 mb
level and reaching monthly mean velocities of up to
2 m/sec. The negative radiation balance of the ice
sheet surface itself is an order of magnitude smaller
than that of the Antarctic atmosphere and compensated
by a separate mechanism, the katabatic wind system.
Its outstanding features are partial or complete independence of synoptic-scale processes and a low-level
velocity maximum acting as momentum source for both
the ice sheet surface and the free atmosphere. Beyond
that, its detailed role in the Antarctic energy balance
remains largely unknown. Miller (1973) has shown that
the cold air accumulation on the central Antarctic plateau
is largely self-supporting and does not contribute substantially to the strong and persistent gravity flow of the
surrounding katabatic belt. Rough estimates of the
energies involved in that flow have been made by Radok
(1973) who pointed out certain parallels between the
katabatic and trade wind systems.
The essence of the katabatic wind problem is the
feedback between the surface energy balance and the
surface flow. A control element is introduced by drift
snow which is diffused through the katabatic wind layer
with marked effects on its radiation and latent heat
fluxes. Part of the drift snow is evaporated while the
remainder is deposited on the sea ice or in the open water
"polynyas" created by the katabatic wind at many points
on the Antarctic coast line.
There are thus several ways in which the katabatic
wind could affect the Antarctic energy balance. Its
primary role undoubtedly is to remove local accumulations of cold air created by topographical features and
synoptic variations in cloudiness. The resulting surface
flow pulses may well have synoptic effects, but the most
prominent effects seem likely to occur in the baroclinic
zones near the polynyas, which also constitute potential
source regions of cold Antarctic bottom water formation.
It appears that a start on the large-scale katabatic
problem can be made with available data (cf. Appendix
for stations operating in the Antarctic). However,
important effects have been left out of consideration:
notably,_ any controlling role conceivably played by the
meridional circulation. This cannot be determined
without an observational programme with automatic
stations placed along a katabatic trajectory; such observations are also needed to check the assumed directions and
calculate flow rates of the simple modelling here proposed
as a first step toward solving the problems of the largescale katabatic flow of Antarctica.
Such an experiment has been proposed by the French,
who plan three or four automatic stations with meteoro-
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logical towers from the Antarctic coast to 40 km inland
with an additional tower at Dumont d'Urville and one
at 10 km off the coast on the rIot du debarquement.
Soundings of the PBL are also planned.
6.5

Energy Exchange in Ice/Water Regions

(i) Antarctic polynya experiment

The results obtained in this study will contribute to
the u:qderstanding of sea/air energy and mass exchange
processes under anomalous conditions in the vicinity
of polynyas, and to assess the effect of polynyas on
synoptic processes. The proper parameterization of
mesoscale polar energy sources in models of the atmospheric circulation and numerical weather forecasts will
require such understanding.
The study of sea/air interaction at the leads in icecovered regions is also of particular interest because it
contributes to the strengthening of gradients in the
temperature and humidity surface fields. T~s strengthening in turn contributes to the intensification of tropospheric fronts.
The experiment aims at:
(a) The development of parameterization techniques for

eddy exchange processes between the atmosphere
and ocean in polynya area.
(b) Study of the spatial and temporal variability of the

parameters of eddy and convective exchanges in the
polynya as well as polynya evolution.
This is of primary importance for the solution of
the problem of quantitative description of the processes occurring in the polynya with due account
taken of the horizontal nonhomogeneity of the
boundary layer parameters and their instability.
(c) To reveal major processes responsible for energy

exchange in the free atmosphere and in the ocean
in the polynya vicinity, as well as that in the undisturbed ocean and its turbulent surface layer. The
obtained observational data would be used in the
calculations of the components of the integral
energy balance of the polynya area to reveal the
contribution of each of the processes to the total
energetics.
(d) To test whether the methods of the theory of planet-

ary boundary layer similarity are adequate for the
parameterization of the energy (mass) exchange
under the condition of horizontal non-homogeneity
of the polynya. Observational data will be used for
calculations of universal non-dimensional functions
which parameterize the convective/eddy exchanges
and to assess the scatter of the data.
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(e) To get a better understanding of the polynya as a

geophysical feature and its effects on the formation
of the temperature (pressure) anomalies in the free
atmosphere which might change the evolution of
synoptic processes.
The calculations of the integral characteristics of
the energy (heat) budget of the polynya would
enable us to estimate the contributions of the processes of convective/eddy exchanges to the formation
of large-scale pressure anomalies in the free atmosphere. In this way we hope to better understand
the polynya effect on the evolution of synopt~c
features.
The above mentioned scientific objectives require the
following observations:
- Geostrophic wind and air temperature.
- ' Eddy fluxes (heat, moisture, momentum).
- Boundary layer profiles
- Ice characteristics.
- Ocean surface layer characteristics.
All parameters are to be measured simultaneously at
a suitable location. Polynya-type studies are not tied
to a particular place, e.g., where Katabatic winds are
observed, but can be fruitfully carried ciut wherever
logistics are convenient.
(ii) Arctic ice cover study

The experiment aims at studying the processes of heat
exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean through
the Arctic ice cover. The results will be used to develop
an adequate parameterization of these processes.
Measurements of heat balance components will be
made at specially chosen sites of the USSR "North Pole"
drifting stations. When a lead is formed, instruments
will be placed perpendicular to it in the windward direction. In addition, routine meteorological observations
will be carried out once per day during the entire experiment and continuously for. not more than a week
(under different weather conditions). The leads will be
observed continuously during the period of their existence.
The observations include air temperature, wind speed,
radiation balance, ice temperature, gradient in the ice
and water temperature distribution under the ice. Wind
speed will be measured by contact anemometers, and air
temperature by aspiration thermistor sensors. The ice
temperature at different levels is recorded in a similar
way.
The requirements for other types of observations are
similar to those in the experiment on the Antarctic
polynya.
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(iii) Processes confrolling the edge of the sea ice
Changes in the position of the free-boundary of the
ice pack can occur both by advection and by freezing
or melting. The difficulty in predicting the extent of a
sea ice cover arises not because of any basic lack of
understanding of the individual thermal and mechanical
processes involved; rather it is due to the complexity of
their interactions. The state of the ice pack is determined
by the rate at which heat and momentum are exc~anged
between the' atmosphere and ocean; however, the ice
cover itself affects this exchange by altering the oceanic
and atmospheric boundary layers. A realistic ice edge
model must therefore include not only a relatively
sophisticated dynamic/thermodynamic ice model, but
also active boundary layer models.
Although an ice edge model will ultimately be used in
conjunction with general circulation models of the
atmosphere and ocean, initial development and testing
can best be carried out independently of a GCM. At
present, a major barrier to the development of a suitable
model is the lack of an adequate data set with which to
drive the model and verify its predictions. It is proposed
that one of the objectives of the polar SUb-programme
be the systematic acquisition of such a data set.
Given current velocities in the upper ocean and the
atmospheric pressure field in the marginal ice zone
(allowing calculation of the wind and water stresses),
it will be possible to determine advective changes in the
extent of the ice pack using the model under development
at AIDJEX (Coon et al., 1974). Describing the thermodynamic advance or retreat of the ice, however, presents
a number of problems which have not yet received careful
attention. During the summer retreat of the ice edge,
ablation occurs not only on the upper and lower surfaces
of the ice, but on its lateral boundaries as well. Shortwave radiation which enters the ocean through leads
can greatly accelerate the breakup of an ice cover (Langleben, 1972) and probably plays an important role in the
recession of the ice edge. In fact, the absorption of solar
radiation by the mixed layer - both inside and outside
the ice margin - may be the most important thermodynamic factor involved in the movement of the ice edge.
In the fall and winter when ice can rapidly form over large
areas, a convective model of heat and salt exchange in
the mixed layer will have to be used in conjunction with
surface heat balance data to predict the onset and initial
stages of ice growth. Once the ice has become well
established in a particular area, a detailed description
of heat transport in the mixed layer is no longer necessary
because the residence time of this heat is on the order of
hours to a few days (Foster, 1975). With no significant
loss in accuracy, it can then be assumed that heat entering

the mixed layer from the deeper ocean or through leads
is converted instantaneously to a vertical heat flux at
the underside of the ice; mixed layer heat advected in
from outside the ice edge is normally lost within a few
kilometers of the edge.
The basic data set, spanning several grid elements on
either side of the ice edge, should include the atmospheric
pressure field, velocity field in the upper ocean, heat
content of the mixed layer (outside the ice edge), incident
radiation field, boundary layer temperatures in the
atmosphere, position of the ice edge, and ice concentration and thickness distribution across the marginal zone.
Because of the absence of complicating land masses,
the most ideal area to acquire such a data set would be
around the Antarctic ice pack; for practical reasons,
however, the initial effort will be concentrated in the
Greenland Sea where ocean heat/mass transport measurements (described above) will be carried. out.
If incident radiation fluxes and the velocity 'field in the
ocean are available, it would also be possible to make
so'mewhat cruder calculations of the summer retreat
of the ice pack in the Chukchi Sea and along the Alaskan
North Slope. Location of the ice edge to within a few
kilometers can be obtained from satellites using allweather microwave sensors, while more detailed views
can be extracted from ERTS type imagery during cloudfree periods. Because ice concentration is a critical
parameter in calculating the summer retreat of the ice
pack, several low-level remote sensing flights will be
carried out across the marginal ice zone during this
period. Considerable latitude exists regarding the acquisition of incident radiation and air temperature datapossibilities range from direct observations from buoys,
or ships to an analysis based primarily on data from
satellites and land stations.
While it would be desirable to have a continuous data
set over a complete annual cycle, it will be possible to
test the model over shorter time spans. The periods of
greatest interest are: (i) June-August when the ice edge
is rapidly receding, (ii) October-December when the ice
edge is rapidly advancing, and (iii) February-April when
the ice is at its maximum extent and the position of the
edge is relatively stable.
6.6 Large-Scale Energy Exchange
(i) Effect of polar processes on atmospheric circulation

The following problems are to be considered as part
of a synoptic analysis of high latitude processes:
(a) Study of the peculiarities of Arctic and Antarctic

frontal structures in relation to the underlying
surface (open water, ice, water/ice boundary).
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(b) Investigation of the peculiarities of cyclone and
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(ii) Ocean and ice advection - Arctic

Second, within the polar basin the key issue is the subsequent fate of the sensible heat of the Atlantic Water
carried in by the West Spitsbergen Current. Both climatic
studies 01owinckel and Orvig, 1970) and ice models
(Maykut and Untersteiner, 1969) point to the importance
of this subsurface heat source, but very little is known
quantitatively about its redistribution and vertical transport within the Arctic Ocean. It is likely that a large
portion of the heat is lost upward to the ice and atmosphere within relatively small regions of the Eurasian
Basin (e.g., cf. Panov and Shpaikher, 1963), and it
is quite possible that the area north of Spitsbergen is
by far the most important of these regions. The exchange
of water between the deep basin and the extensive and
shallow peripheral shelf seas (including the role of the
large submarine canyons) is also of interest in this connexion, since the outer shelves might be areas of very
effective vertical heat transfer. The basic questions are
where, how, when, and at what rate is the heat from the
Atlantic water lost to the ice and atmosphere? For
example, is the vertical transfer in fact concentrated in
relatively small regions? Are double-diffusive processes
important? Does the primary heat loss occur during
selected months? Are there long-term variations? Clearly,
a complex of experiments are required to examine these
issues, many of them centered on the Eurasian side of
the Arctic where available data are very sparse. The
proposed Nansen Drift Station (US NAS, 1976) may
provide an opportunity to perform certain of these
experiments, the most important example being the
large-scale mapping of the temperature and salinity
fields over the entire Eurasian Basin with as much seasonal
detail as possible. In general, however, we can expect
that a variety of resources and methodology will have
to be committed to investigating the problem in its
various major aspects. Such activities should be carefully
planned and coordinated at the working level.

Present knowledge is sufficient to identify the more
tractable aspects of the problem of ocean heat and mass
exchanges with the Arctic Basin. First, we can be reasonably sure that by far the largest lateral exchanges occur
through Fram Strait (the Greenland-Spitsbergen passage).
For example, a recent estimate (Aagaard and Greisman,
1975) assigns over 75 % ofthe mass exchange and 90 % of
the heat exchange to this strait, the two first-order terms
in the heat budget being the transport of sensible heat
by the West Spitsbergen Current and of ice by the East
Greenland Current. It is probable that these fluxes have
very large fluctuations (30-60 % or more) over long time
scales (months to years). The primary experimental need
is to measure these transports and their long-term variability, so that these may be related to events within the
polar basin.

Third, the role of fresh water and density (salinity)
stratification in the Arctic oceanic climate needs to be
examined. In effect, the issue is to determine the flux
of fresh water and salt through the system, its variability
and geographical distribution, and which physical processes are important. In the deep basins, the strong
salinity stratification of the Arctic Ocean presently
prevents substantial ice-free conditions in winter by
suppressing convection and reducing upward heat flux
from the Atlantic water (Foster, 1975; Aagaard and
Coachman, 1975). However, studies in the northern
Bering Sea (Coachman et al., 1976) indicate that the
effect of fresh water on the shelves is quite opposite,
with runoff being instrumental in the disintegration
of ice in the summer. Of particular importance are the
likely consequences for the ice and the ocean climate of

anticyclone structure variations in relation to the
processes of air mass transformation and the features
of the underlying surface (open water, ice, water/ice
boundary).
(c)

Study of the atmospheric transformation of long
waves generated in the North Atlantic and the
propagation of disturbances to the North Pacific
as determined by the underlying surface and radiation conditions in the North Atlantic and North
Pacific.

Taking into account the results of statistical studies
of large-scale atmosphere/ocean interaction processes it
appears reasonable for further numerical modelling
of seasonal variations of potential and internal energy
distribution in the atmosphere to consider as part of
the GARP polar sUb-programme a series of observational
programmes or "polygons" oriented mainly in two
directions:
-

Study of spatial-temporal variability of the heat
anomalies distribution and exchange in the northern
and southern parts of the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans.

-

Clarification of the internal structure, conditions of
formation and long-term dynamics of separate heat
anomalies in mid- and high latitudes.

The aim of this study is to determine the characteristic
features of oceanic temperature inhomogeneities in midand high latitudes and to develop methods for their
inclusion into numerical models for predicting seasonal
variations of potential and internal energy distribution
in the atmosphere.
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perturbations in the runoff to any particular region. The
initial efforts directed at these problems might well be
primarily concentrated in modelling, with subsequent
field work being directed by the results.

questions can be studied utilizing data from on-going
experiments, the FGGE data set, and modelling studies
now underway or planned.

Initial studies proposed to collect data relevant to this 6.7 Climate Monitoring in Polar Regions
problem are measurements of water and heat transport
through the Fram Strait by means of moored current (i) Establishment of a polar climate data set
meters and measurement of heat flux d~e to ice advection
Polar data collection in isolated locations is almost as
(cf. Figure 6.4). The U.S. and Norway are currently
collaborating on the moored current meter measurements old as observational meteorology itself, but coherent
to assess appropriate measurement scales and techniques. synoptic data sets are limited to the Polar Years 1882/83
The U.S.A., Norway, and the U.S.S.R. all plan measure- and 1932/33 and the period including and following the
ments of ice exchange from the Arctic Ocean into the IGY/IGC of 1956-58. The last of these can be regarded
Greenland-Norwegian Sea (see Appendix 2). Both direct as the start of the first adequate polar data collection
measurements by placing buoys on the ice, and indirect because it merged into a new era of climatology, based on
measurements by satellite are planned. The satellite meas- . remote sensing by satellite systems. Even though at
urements do not now permit estimates of total ice mass present these systems do not provide direct information
due to Iow resolution, but it is hoped that by the time of on the conventional climate elements they for the first
FGGE new high-resolution techniques will be available. time show the complete polar distribution of key factors
Such high-resolution techniques will also be required in the physical processes of climate.
for measurement of the total heat flux through the ice/
The central position occupied by ice in the present
water surface of the Arctic Ocean.
terrestrial climate implies a need for an enlarged polar
data set including both conventional data and satellite
(iii) Ocean heat/mass transport in the Antarctic as a information. The former are needed for continuity with
the past and as ground truths; the latter form the beginnclimate index
ing of a new form of climatic record and can also serve
The transports of the large ocean currents are driven for real-time monitoring of climatic fluctuations. The
by surface wind and thermal fluxes. Thus, the variability terrestrial geometry creates both difficulties and opporof the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACe) is related tunities for polar observations from satellites. Geostato the variability in the winds and heating. Measure- tionary satellites see only the fringes of the polar regions;
ments of the total transport of this current yield informa- this eliminates the powerful technique of cloud-drift
tion on the large-scale, air-sea interaction. Over the wind determinatibn. On the other hand, the overlapping
course of a year, the wind stress varies by a factor of 4 of orbits in high latitudes makes possible closely spaced
(see section 3.4); measurements of the transport of the and repeated observations from polar-orbiting satellites.
current could thus yield a measure of the ocean response
The period 1976-80 could serve for a preparatory study,
to such variable forcing. The meridional flow associated preceding the long-terni study periods. International
with the ACC is one of the mechanisms for meridional programmes will take place during that period, and the
heat transport.
data resulting from these can be studied prior to the
The transport of the ACC through the Drake Passage
is a key parameter in theoretical models of the global
abyssal circulation (Kuo and Veronis, 1970). This transport represents the amount of water which is recirculated
around the continent; its magnitude affects the residence
time of various chemical constituents. For example, the
amount of recirculation is a key to the distribution of
dissolved oxygen in the deep waters of the world ocean.
Two basic questions should be addressed by the polar
sub-programme: 1) How is the transport through th~
Drake Passage related to the variability of the large
scale surface forcing? and 2) What are the dynamics
of the meridional flow in the ACe, and how does it
transport heat in the north-south direction? These

establishment of a full operational programme for the
construction of an adequate, homogeneous, 20-year
Arctic data set.
The paramount problem facing the creation of a new
climate record largely from satellite data is that of
homogeneity. The rate of evolution of satellite-borne
sensors during the years 1981-2000 will be extremely
rapid, and this will complicate the task of ensuring the
homogeneity of the satellite results.
A polar data set might contain satellite data for a
number of specific· visible; infrared, and microwave
wavelengths. The future evolution of sensors in these
wavelengths will involve advances mainly in increased
resolutions and frequency of coverage. The most difficult
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evolutions to forecast are those of atmospheric sounding
(temperature and humidity profiles) and active microwave
systems (radar). The first are now in an experimental
phase; as for the second, although satellite radar systems
exist at present, because of the energy limitations of
recent satellites, it seems that such radars are technically
possible. They are now requested by various scientific
groups and could conceivably be in orbit near the start
of the polar climate data set period here suggested.
With the advent of such satellite sounding techniques,
and the natural desire of nations to minimize the cost
of their meteorological networks, a gradual diminution
of the number of surface and radiosonde stations in polar
regions might occur. We hope that as many as possible
of these stations will be continued, since they are needed
as "anchor points" for existing and forthcoming satellite
data.
With the above in mind, the following data are suggested as a minimum for an adequate polar climate data
set:
(a) Weekly microwave brightness temperature images of

both polar regions, acquired by the 19-GHz Electromagnetic Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR)
on Nimbus 5 type, the 37-GHz ESMR on Nimbus F
type, and all subsequent microwave satellite data.
(b) Daily scanning radiometer (SR) visible and infrared

global images and tapes acquired by the NOAA 2
or similar satellite, and its successors.
(c) Twice-daily global wind, pressure, humidity, and
temperature analyses.
(d) Daily tapes of the 15-level global cloud distribution

analysis or corresponding material.
(e) All existing satellite polar radiation budget data.

(j) Selected surface and aircraft meteorological observations for the polar regions.
For specific problems different time frames are required.
But for the overall POLEX climate programme an
experimental climate data set should be prepared for
1975-80 as a preliminary step to a homogenous 20-year
data set for 1980-2000 and for the development of
reduction, archiving, and retrieval techniques.
(ii) Development of long-term climatic indicators from

polar and temperate ice processes

In the short-term climatic context the most important
fact of ice is its presence or absence in a region. To
develop climatic indicators from polar and temperate ice
processes it is therefore necessary to describe the distribution of snow and sea ice by the use of the data sets

discussed above. Highly important refinements to these
indicators can be derived from detailed observations of the
age, thickness, and structure of sea ice, and from the
depth and thermodynamic state of a snow cover. Most
of these details are or will come within reach of satellite
systems.
Climatically significant ice processes with longer time
scales include the fluctuations of temperate glaciers and
the current glaciological regimes of the polar ice sheets.
The changes in the length of mountain glaciers belong
to the oldest climatic indicators; a further direct indicator
of at least some climatic significance is provided by
changes in the relative magnitudes of their accumulation
and ablation areas (Meier and Post, 1962). On the
other hand, the glaciological state of the polar ice sheets
cannot be deduced from their erratic marginal variations
which are almost exclusively dynamic in nature.
The climatic interpretation of ice sheet features then
requires above all their modelling, and a good deal of
this is also needed for the temperate glacier indicators.
For. such glaciers it has already proved possible to
establish characteristic response times and lags separating
their length changes from regime fluctuations; an example
of such an analysis for a tropical glacier has been given by
Allison and Kruss (1975). For the large polar ice sheets,
on the other hand, even the initial determination of the
present topography and regime features remains an
uncompleted task, while adequate models providing
ice flow velocities for comparison with observed velocities are still in the development stage (Budd and Jenssen,
1975).
One useful indicator of current trends in the local
thickness of surface elevation of an ice sheet is however
provided by the temperature change with depth in the
top 100 m or so of ice. That temperature gradient
results from the combined effects of atmospheric cooling
or warming by surface rising or lowering (yz{)Z/{)t), ice
flow down the ice surface slope (o:V) where the temperature
increases at the rate APC/m descent, the vertical motion
of the ice into the ice sheet as new snow is added (at the
rate of A cm ice/year), and finally perhaps a climatic
change in surface temperature ({)T/{)t). With measurements of 0: (from a surface survey), yz (from a borehole),
A (from stakes or from a core analysis), Z (from radar
measurements), and V (from geodetic satellite measurements), the glaciological effects may all be allowed for,
leaving the climatic effect {)T/{)t as the only unknown
in a relation of the form (Budd, 1969).

AZ = - A-I ({)T/{)t + A{)Z/{)t + Ao:V).
This illustrates the complexity of developing climatic
indicators from polar ice sheet processes.
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(iii) Feasibility of monitoring of polar ice and ocean
processes
(a) Satellite monitoring for ice: Beyond the more
obvious meteorological contributions that can be made
by polar-orbiting earth satellites, various sensor systems
on board environmental or earth survey-type spacecraft
can provide ice information useful in POLEX experiments or monitoring programmes. The most direct
use, and one that is listed in the basic elements of the
field programme for POLEX in the Arctic and Antarctic,
is monitoring of the ice-pack edge, which includes tracking
the larger leads and polynyas. Also information on the
following would commonly be available: ice and water
surface temperature, albedo, presence of snow cover
or of melt water, and perhaps even some crude estimate
of ice thickness.

The types of available U .S.A., spacecraft, as well as the
characteristics of their orbits and sensor systems, are
rather diverse and this will need to be taken into account
in a proper evaluation of their value to the POLEX
programmes. Firstly, one should distinguish between
operatil,nal satellites, the NOAA and GOES (Geostationary Observational Environmental Satellites) series
being the only ones in this class, and R & D satellites,
viz., Nimbus, Landsat, Seasat and HCMM (Heat
Capacity Mapping Missions). The operational satellites
are part of a system that provides a routine and essentially continuous service of a defined nature; thus, replacement spacecraft are launched as required to maintain or
restore the required service. The R & D satellites, on the
other hand, are not part of such a system, and data
gaps for any of several reasons (e.g., from conflicting
experiment requirements or from launch schedules) can
and do occur.
Although all these spacecraft except Seasat and GOES
are in near-polar sun-synchronous orbits and provide
global or near-global coverage, the repeat time of the
data cycle varies from twice daily for NOAA and Nimbus,
to 36 hours for Seasat and 18 days for Landsat. Of course,
data-swath overlap increases with increasing latitude such
that repeat coverage by most of the sensors on all these
spacecraft is greatly increased at latitudes above the
Arctic and Antarctic circles. Seasat data coverage,
depending upon sensor type, is essentially restricted to
latitudes less than about 72°, whereas Landsat coverage
extends to about 82°; NOAA and Nimbus coverage is
not so constrained.
The swath width for the sensors of interest to POLEX
ice studies varies from about 3000 km for NOAA and
Nimbus to about 185 km for Landsat. Data swaths for
Seasat microwave sensors range from 100 to 780 km.
The spatial resolution of these data types is quite varied
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also, usually but not always being proportional to
swath width, ranging from a maximum of about 30 km
for one of the sensors on Nimbus and Seasat to a minimum
of about 80 m for Landsat (near 40 m has been proposed
for one of the sensors on Landsat-C, and the radar on
Seasat is designed for 25 m).
The sensors on board these spacecraft are equipped
with detectors sensitive to reflected, scattered, or emitted
radiation in several parts of the visible, reflective infrared,
thermal infrared and microwave portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. This information and other characteristics of the various satellite/sensor systems are detailed
in Table 1. Note that Landsat-C is not likely to be
launched before late 1977, and that Nimbus-G, Seasat-A,
HCMM-A, and the next generation of spacecraft in the
NOAA series (TIROS-N) are not scheduled until 1978.
Note also that some of the satellites are equipped with
systems designed to obtain positions of, and to collect
data from, unmanned drifting instrument platforms.
Characteristics of some of the sensors on the operational METEOR satellites of the USSR are included in
Table 1 also (WMO, 1975). The experimental series of
METEOR satellites is equipped with other sensors,
some of which are of interest for ice studies: scanning
telephotometer for direct transmission of pictures in the
visible spectral band (resolution is 1.6 km over a. data
swath width of 2700 km); radar for detecting areas of
precipitation and ice cover (resolution of 50 km at a
wavelength of 0.8 cm).
There is growing documentation in the literature of
the use of visible and thermal-infrared imagery and
measurements from NOAA and Nimbus satellites for
sea-ice surveillance, especially since the advent of VHRR
data; a recent overview is provided by McClain (1975).
Bames and Bowley (1974) and Crowder et al. (1974) have
reported on the application of Landsat imagery to sea-ice
monitoring, including the detection of melt water and
the determination of mesoscale deformation. The use
of passive microwave radiometer systems, which will be
on board the Nimbus and Seasat spacecraft, and which
are not limited by cloudiness as are visual and infrared
systems, has been discussed by Campbell et al. (1974)
and Gloersen et al. (1974). An overview of recent
remote-sensing techniques as applied to geophysical
studies of floating ice, and which discusses the use of a
variety of sensors on board spacecraft and aircraft, is
given by Campbell et al. (1975).
Gathering certain ice observations that are required
for the proposed POLEX studies is not merely technically
feasible from space, but obtaining this information by
use of ships, shore stations, or even aircraft, would be
totally impractical because of the vastness and remoteness
of the area and the need for frequent repetitive coverage.
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TABLE I
Satellite Sensors and Data Characteristics with Reference to Ice Studies
Nominal
Spectral
band (pm)

Nominal
Swath
Resolution
at nadir (km) Width (km)

Sensor

Spacecraft

SR
(Scanning Radiometer)
VHRR
(Very High Resolution Radiometer)
AVHRR
(Advanced VHRR)

NOAA-5,6, ...
(operational)

0.5--0.7 or 0.5--0.9
10.5-12.5

NOAA-5, 6, ...
(operational)

0.6--Q.7
10.5-12.5

NOAA (TIROS-N)
(Operational first
launch in 1973)

0.55--0.9
0.72-1.1
3.55-3.93
10.5-11.5

1-4

2800

GOES-3,4, ...
(operational)

0.55--0.7
10.5-12.5

1-8
8

>3500
(at lat.
>50°)

VISSR
(Visible/Infrared
Spin-Scan Radiometer)
ESMR
(ElectricallyScanning Microwave
Radiometer)
THIR
(TemperatureHumidity Infrared
Radiometer)
SMMR
(Scanning Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer)

3000
3000

12 hr

Remarks

Global coverage.

Mostly direct readout ; limited
stored data capability that can be
assigned to polar regions.
Global coverage at lower resolution.
12hr Mostly direct readout at higher
resolution; more stored data in polar
regions than VHRR. Platform location and data relay system.
Polar coverage limited to about
1/2 hr 60° latitude because of equatorial
orbit. Spatial resolutions more
than double nadir value > 50° lat.
Data relay system.
Near global coverage.
12hr Platform location and data relay
system.
12hr

0.8 cm

32

1200

Nimbus-6
Nimbus-G
(1978 launch)

6.5-7.1
10.3-12.5

22
8

3000

12hr

Global coverage.

Nimbus-G
Seasat-A
(1973 launch)

4.55 cm:
2.81
1.67

118
103
68
73
41
47
32
37
22
19
Seasat Nimbus-G

780
650

12 hr
36hr

Global coverage for Nimbus-G.
Polar coverage for Seasat-A limited
to latitudes less than about 72°.
Only 0.8 cm channel expected to
yield ice information.

100

36hr

Direct readout only; limited swath
lengths.

1500

36hr

Polar coverage restricted
(see SMMR).

Nimbus-6

1.36

0.81
SAR
(Synthetic Aperture
Radar)
VIR
(Visible/Infrared
Radiometer)
MSS
(Multi-spectral
Scanner System)

3.5
8

Repeat
Coverage

Seasat-A

21.5 cm

25m

Seasat-A

0.5--0.9
10.5-12.5

10

Landsat-C
(late 1977 launch)

O.~.6
0.6--Q.7 I
0.7--0.8
0.3-1.1
10.5-12.5

RBV
(Return Beam
Vidicon)
HCMM
(Heat Capacity
Mapping
Radiometer)
Vidicons

HCMM-A
(1978 launch)

IR Vidicon

METEOR (U.S.S.R.)

8-12

Scanning Radiometer

METEOR (U.S.S.R.)

0.3-3
3-30
8-12

Landsat-C

0.55--0.72
0.6-1.1
10.5-12.5

METEOR (U.S.S.R.) visible

40m

185

Polar coverage limited to latitudes
less than about 82°; data swaths
18-day overlap for several successive days
in each cycle at latitudes greater
than about 70°. Data relay system.
Polar coverage restricted (see MSS).
18-day

0.5

700

12hr

1.5

1400

11.111'

20

1600

12hr

70

2700

12hr

80m

185

250 m

Direct readout only. Only polar
coverage will be Beaufort Chukchi,
and Bering Seas south of 78°N.
A systemoftwu METEOR satellites
with orbits inclined at an angle of
81 ° to the equatorial plane provides
observational coverage of 70-80%
of Earth's surface twice daily.
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(b) Other remote sensing for ice: Because of the vast
areas of the Arctic and Antarctic that are of interest to
the polar sub-programme, aircraft-borne remote sensing
flights should be considered primarily because of their
ability to provide the "low level" detailed calibration
required to obtain the most from operational and experi~
mental satellite systems. There exist, or have been
proposed, a number of such flight programmes that can
contribute significantly here. The specific programmes
are:
(1) Alaskan outer continental shelf. The area of
interest here extends over the complete Alaskan
continental shelf from Demarcation Point to the Bering
Strait and depending upon ice conditions into the
northern Bering Sea. Missions were planned to start
in 1975 and to continue through FGGE. The instrumentation that will be flown includes microwave radiometers, X and L-band SLAR, IR imagery, scatterometers, laser profilometers and standard mapping and
strip cameras. Aircraft that may be involved in the
programme include the NASA Convair 990/U-2/
WF-47, the USGS Mohawk and Cessna 310 and the
Naval Arctic Research Laboratory RD-4. Similar
flights are probable off the north coast of the Canadian
Archipelago and mainland by aircraft operated by the
Canadian
Armed Forces and the Centre
for Remote
.
.
Sensing. The imagery will contribute directly to the
ice dynamics experiments of the polar sub-programme.
(2) Nansen Drift Station. The Nansen Drift Station
(USNAS, 1976) programme will be based from a
floating platform which will be "locked" into the pack
ice of the Laptev Sea. The movement of the ice will
then take the station over the North Pole toward
Greenland and Svalbard and it will finally exit from
the ice via the East Greenland Drift Stream. The
expected time for this drift has not yet been decided.
The remote sensing programme will be centered
around the drifting platform (within a radius of
150 km) and should present a detailed picture of the
changes in this ice as it moves across the Arctic Ocean
via the TransPolar Drift Stream. The remote sensing
programme based on the floating platform will
utilize two helicopters which will be equipped to carry
(at different times) a camera system, a laser profileometer, an IR profiler , a pulsed radar for measuring ice
thickness and a multispectral microwave profiler.
Some limited data collection is also possible from the
resupply flights. Both visual and IR imagery of the
pack will be provided by satellite north of 800 N, an
area where good high-resolution imagery is not currently available because of the lack of a suitable
receiving station.
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Particularly interesting from the point of view of the
polar sub-programme are remote sensing flights that
are being planned for the latter half of the drift track.
This programme could be expanded to include sequential flights over the East Greenland Drift Stream and
the ice edge in the Greenland, Norwegian and Barents
Seas. Again the imagery would provide direct input
to the ice experiments discussed here.
(3) Bering Strait radar programme. Under this
programme, which is part of the NOAA/BLM Outer
Continental Shelf Programme, it is proposed to install
a radar station on Cape Mountain on the eastern side
of the Bering Strait. The system would provide
sequential imagery of the sea ice as it moves through the
Bering Strait between the Alaskan Mainland and
Little Diomede Island. This information will be
essential to analyzing the motion of the ice edge in the
Northern Bering Sea.
These three programmes provide known examples of
major remote sensing efforts over areas of sea ice that,
although not organized because of the polar subprogramme, would serve as direct input to it. In fact
the existence of the polar subprogramme will only
increase the ultimate value of these, and other, remote
sensing programmes which will occur during the
time period 1977-80.
(c) Polar ocean monitoring: Ocean processes of
importance to GARP objectives include energy transfer
between atmosphere and ocean, heat storage, mixing
and advection in surface and deeper layers, and dynamics
and thermodynamics of current systems. These processes can be studied in the polar regions with a number
of techniques which are now available, but these regions
do present certain problems.
Surface parameters relevant to the above processes can
be measured by satellites, tide gauges, and research and
supply ships and airplanes. Satellites provide surface
temperature data, but in limited areas of minimum cloud
cover only. Some regional studies, e.g., the Falkland current, may be possible. In addition, the new satellite
Seasat promises to yield data on the sea surface topography. The latitude limitations on Seasat (less than 72°)
still permit the collection of data in most of the important
regions of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and the
proposed accuracy (± 10 cm relative to the geoid) would
allow useful estimates of the mean and of the variability
of transports in these regions. Tide gauges at strategically
placed islands allow long-term records of sea level,
temperature, and salinity to be collected. The low cost
and high utility of such records is a strong reason for
urging their collection at all manned island stations.
Research and supply ships and airplanes can collect
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surface and deeper data on temperature and salinity; it
is to our advantage if as many ~nes as possible of temperature vs. depth sections are collected by such ships during
the time of FGGE.
Upper layer (and surface properties) can be measured
with drifting buoys, current meter moorings, and BT or
XBT sections from ships. AXBT sections have proved
useful in other parts of the ocean but we do not anticipate
their use in the polar regions due to weather problems in
the FGGE time frame. Drifting buoys provide a measuring platform for surface temperature and air pressure.
Deeper temperatures from thermistor strings are technically feasible, but the coupling of the drifter to the
water currents remains an unsolved engineering problem.
Various types of drogues have been tried, but there is
still a high failure rate, particularly in the rough seas
expected in polar regions. Current meter moorings can
be extended into the upper layer from the quieter regions
below, but surface moorings are not yet feasible for
withstanding a polar winter due to the high waves and
strong winds. Drifters, properly and adequately drogued,
now appear to be the best means towards dynamic measurements in the upper layers.
In deeper layers, current meter moorings with subsurface floats and bottom pressure and temperature
measurements are feasible. Measurements longer than
one year have been made by both U.S. and Norwegian
scientists with current/temperature meter moorings
(both deep and shallow) with success. The development
of n~w tilt-meter current measuring systems with no
exposed moving parts bodes well for very long-term
measurements in polar regions. Bottom pressure gauges,
now in the development and testing phase, will permit
the estimates of geostrophic transports across such
regions as the Fram Straits or the Drake Passage. Sufficiently accurate gauges are now available commercially
for depths to 500 meters, and developmental instruments
are being used to depths greater than 5000 m. Sea floor
measurements of sound velocity travel time to the surface
and back yield an estimate of the variability of heat
storage in the water column, a valuable climatic index.
Such integrating measurements can be used in conjunction
with Seasat surface topography data to yield estimates of
total ocean transport. Bottom-mounted electromagnetic
field recorders can yield either vertical or horizontal
averages depending on the electrode orientation of transports due to the generation of electrical potentials by the
sea water in the earth's magnetic field. This instrumentation is also in the developmental stage, but it is hoped
that a modest number of such instruments can be in the
field during FGGE.
To summarize, we are presently able to make point
measurements of current by various techniques and to

date these have shown rather low spatial coherence in
both Arctic and Antarctic regions (as well as the rest of
the ocean). Hence averaging techniques are being developed for their cost-effectiveness and logistical simplicity.
Once averaging, and hence transport monitoring, is
possible, this information together with large-scale flux
determinations will permit the establishment of baseline
information essential to the efficient development of
ocean and atmosphere climate models.
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APPENDIX 1
STATIONS OPERATING IN THE ANTARCTIC, WINTER 1977
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